Selecting Horses by their Color.
Most persons have their choice in regard to the color oi' horses, but wo presume lew of our readers ever
thought it
nl anything to do with speed or
strength.
A n rrespondent of the
English I-anner,
s’wever, seems to think that there is no
l"id>t that lashion with regard to color
been greatly influenced by Lh< special
qualities usually found in combination
villi special tin's or shade.,; though it by
o
means follows that a colt
unerringly’
exhibits the same colored hide as its immediate parentA writer at the close of
'tie last
century Slated very broadly that
lot only among the Turkish horses were
many of pure v hite color, but that in Terri
there were studs of them, several
tin u-and in number; while il is a well■""wn tact that until after the death of
Ti’ii e Albert, the queen’s state
carriage
ib iwn i'V eighteream-colorc I horses,
which a succession is still kept up at
llano il
Court
Strange t > -ay, howwhile the cream-ei.'iored horse is
on luram e, the
powers
gray
hi id to he deficient therein; and while
i. k hiirs(
are 1 rely tilst-r ite in
point
*
«pi ed the browns, the chestnuts, ami
..
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a

dt bad may lm t> a t tir color and
shape,
am.g beauli:
; lie may be also
:
and vigorous but of a vicious 11isa whir a
may tender him incapable
s_ brought to rule without half
im
As t > the choice of a
'laiii.m. a person of great skill say s that
b ipple bay. the white bay and the
.pple gra are to e preleired : but does
iv
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pure black provided
)i is a white star a at a white foot ; Out
tin:
lers lie should be
a, .iilie
\Yi ia"I iu many eases
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it hi rses el a bii
bay color, with a
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Poultry.
Our domestic animals, derived as
they
are from wild
ancestors, require a certain
amount ot exercise to
keep them in sound
and vigorous health.
cannot ho

Poultry

kept in large numbers in conlined areas
without detriment to their constitution.
Colonel Taggart of' Pennsylvania provides
food and exercise lor his fowl at the same
time.
I lie editor found in his
poultry
> ai d several beds about thirty l'eet square
each, in which Colonel Taggart buries
oats, several bushels to the bed. The
grains begin, of course, at once to swell
and germinate, and the fowls have free
access, stratehing and eating the tender
sprouts to their hearts' content.
While
the iowls are thus busy on one bed, a new
one is prepared, which is in readiness for
ihem bv the time it is required. The idea
is a
good one, and we are giail to call attention to it.
in our own yards we have
found the benefit t■ I it, and we are
glad to
learn that we are not alone in the
practice.
[Fancier's Journal.
Kindness

to Cattle.
A neighbor reremarked to nie.“l'ou have a faculty
of charming steers.” 1 replied that it was
a mistake. 1
simply study their nature and
adapt mysoll to that nature, in approaching home (whether they are invoke or
not ), though 1 may come with a rod,”
yet
1 always come with love.
If 1 am in a
and
a
is
-tcer
in
hurry
my path, 1 never
give him a kick or a thrust, with a yell,
''•let out of my wav.” but instead I allow
him the path, while 1 pass quietly by,

cently

Our

I wouldn't know you, you look so odd,’
cried June.
‘She should look happy,’ said Reeky,
with a sigh. ‘I’m sure 1 would.’
‘lie is such a good man, and i never
Our seasons have no fixed returns,
dreamt lie liked me,’ said Hannah.
Without our will they come and go;
At noon our sudden summer burns,
■Well, this is something else,’ cried
Ere sunset all is snow.
Jane. ‘An oiler, too, 1 declare ! Who is it?’
But each day brings less summer cheer,
‘Oh, you know. Grandma’s stockings
Crimps more our ineffectual spring;
did it!’ saiil Hannah. ‘I've been to see
And something earlier every year
Our singing birds take wing.
him forty times! think of that!’
f Lowell.
‘A clergyman’s lady, too,’ said Jane;
‘and I don’t believe she read this before
she went out.
Road it now. Hannah.’
Forty Pair* of Stockings.
And Hannah, taking the long fold of
BY MARY KYLE DALLAS.
paper, on which the worsted had been
‘But had she no money ? Every one
wound, from her sister’s hand, read tlms
her
so
said
Miss
rich,’
thought
‘Whichever of my nieces may have comBecky.
sometimes
sink
all
their
‘People
proper- pleted the forty pairs of stockings for the
in
a
life
ty
annuity; perhaps she has done Winter Mission may now receive my
that.’ said Miss Patty.
tlxanks. They are substantial. Go to my
■Yes, that is it, selfish old thing,’said old residence Open the
cupboard beside
Miss Jane.
the parlor fire-place, and you will iiml a
All / know about it, saiu Miss Hannah
sliding door in the left wall, which opens
•is tiiat the will was just what 1 have reby a spring. In this lies a will in her fapeated. •!, Margaret Skidmore, being in vor I‘root must bo given that the lorly
lull possession of my senses,’ and all the
pairs of stockings have been knit, and by
rest you know, just as wills are
usually whose hand i think, and ! may add i
written, ‘leave to either or any of 1113' hope, Hannah will do it.’
neiees who will knit it up—Miss l>eek
oo
uannati, plain anil lianlworked as
Linn, Miss l’alt3r Linn, Miss Jane Foster, she liail been, stuoil before them an heiror Miss Hannah
Foster—my great ball of ess and a betrothed wile. .lane was glad,
yarn, of which i had intended to knit Becky and I’atU had the grace to emleav
stockings for the poor. Each pair to be or to lie; and Hannah, having entered incarried to the pastor of St.-’s church, to her fortune, was
very generous to
and given to him in care tor the Winter them.
Mission, which supplies warm clothing to
Such is the power ot
and
the sutfering. 1 have written my thanks wealth that, as a middle happiness
aged woman.
on the paper on which the worsted is
Hanna.i has grown quite handsome, and
wound, and hope one of my neiees will be is
by no means ‘the plainest of the lot’ toto
do
so
much for a poor old wowilling
day.
man who wants to do what little
good she
can.
The worsted will knit forty pairs of
Briggs and the Dog.
We.

too, have autumns, when
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Autumns.

leaves
Drop loosely through the dampened air,
When all our good seems bound in sheaves,
And we stand reaped and bare.
our

•Judith's

Temptation.

iiow bright and cheerful the kitchen of
the old Stedhurst farm house looked to
Judith Mark upon the dreary December
! evening when she first came there to live.
How merrily the lire flickered on the walls
with red fantastic reflections. How the
tins sparkled against the wall, and what
a song of welcome the old
copper tea kettlesangupon the hearth. And Mrs. Stedburst's geraniums in the window, witii
the green velvet leaves and spikes of vivid scarlet blossoms—to Judith
they seemed fairer than any conservatory, crowded
full of fan palms and camelias and trail-

1876.

NUMBER

l)ii! it not ocelli'to you that I would never
know anything about it ?"

cs,” said Judith, “it did occur to me,
sir.”
“Then why didn't you keep it ?”
“It was not mine,” Judith answered in
a low tone.
“Judith, said Fhineas Steadhurst "come
here and kiss me girl
I put that money
there!”
“Yon did?”
“1 did. To test you. To make sure that
the girl to whom my boy had
given his
heart was worthy ot him.”
!
Judith's taco turned a deep scarlet.
•I—1 don’t understand you, sir,” said
ing jesaminc.
Judith Mack had been very poor
She she.
had been a dressmaker's assistant, but
“No, l suppose not. llut you will in a
times were hard, and Mrs. Noedleham few days.”
And she did when Edmund Stedhurst
Itad discharged two-thirds ot her force,
Judith among the number
Judith had asked her to be his wife.
"Mv own love,” he said, “the farm
striven to get work, but situations were
house has been like a different
few and applicants
place since
many, and the cup ol
Will you promise me
starvation had been perilously close to her you came into it.
lips when she crept into the intelligence to stay heio always?'’
And Judith's answer was “Yes!”
office where Kdmimd Stedhurst saw her
and engaged Iter to help It is mother with
the house work.
A Maine Romance.
snan t
JNetl, said Mrs. M<;d-

iiuiuier,
the “miw" liad gone up to
her own room tor the night, and mother
:mi! son '.'.vie together before the kitchen

hurst. when

fire.

Scathing

Ivtrly in the first p ut uf the last century there lived in \\ ells, Maine, a fanner
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Letter

from

Adams.

The following letter from Charles Francis
Adams was read at a Tilden and Hendricks meeting at Cooper Institute, Kew

York, last Friday evening—
Quincy, Sept.

2.3,187t>.

Daniel Magoxe, Jk., < hairman N. Y. State
Democratic Committee;—Absence from home
has prevented me from answering
promptly

15

ill her existence. The Indian women reverenced her as
something more than human.
She taught them how to cook, and
nursed them when they were sick, am!
was considered
by them to he a sort of
medicine woman or magician, as they
called her. She might have been
happy
in her rude wigwam home if the dreadful
scene of her capture could have been obliterated Ironi her memory. Her incessant longings for her own
people at last
took shape in a determination to
escape
from the Indians.
Dried venison was
packed away for future use, corn parched,
moccasins made, and such other preparations as were thought necessary for an extended journey.
(.in a dark
night m spring, when hi
around were asleep, slie silently stole
away, traveling eastward, toward the rising sun, until she reached the Atlantic
coast.
Here she met with settlers, win;
aided her hy purchasing such trinkets a?
she had brought with her. Site at last
tonnd her home, only to find her husband
oil the verge oh the
grave, both her daughters married, each
holding in her arms
her itrst-born. Dolly’s ehild was
Joseph
Dennett, and I’hodje's ehild was Joseph
Littlefield.
John Dennett of lvitterv married Dorothy Furbish of Wells, and their first heme
was in lvitterv. where
Joseph Dennett was
horn; afterward they moved to Wells,
!
while he was yet a babe.

your letter of the 2()th inst. If 1 were younger, it would be an agreeable duty b> perforin
the la?k to which you invite me.’ Rut I have
not done anything of the kind for lifteen rears,
and am now in my 70th year. Should I accept
one invitation, I should probably give rise to
others which would have an e<jnul claim. Mv
judgment is, that I had better stay at home.
3 cl I think I lully appreciate tie* importance
ot this canvass.
It is narrowing itself daily
more and more into a struggle between the
people and the managers who hold the ollieial
organization of the country for their own exclusive benefit. From the days of the Credit
Mobilier, down to the last exposures made by
the investigations of the last Congress, there is
only one conclusion to be drawn, and that is
the prevalence ot corruption almost everywhere
in the Republican organization. The‘honest
men do indeei make brave and sincere efforts
to resist this baleful influence, but they are too
often defeated to raise any ju*t hopes of ultimate success. This struggle has been going on
for years, and no material change for the better
has yet been effected.
J no mm* has now come for a radical
change,
ami the substitution of a wholly new influence,
tied up by no restrictions other than tin* genuine wishes of honest men of all parties. When
in a great powerful convention of a party to
nominate a candidate for the Presidency, one
gentleman deeply compromised by the investigation of a committee of tin* IIoiise of Representatives comes within twenty-five votes <>t :i
nomination, and another, who really did honor
t>* himself by fearless and e fleet i\v exposure*
of corruption in high places, could not command many more than ton votes, it seems t<»
me Hint it is high time lor a
change in public
opinion. Neither is the case improved by a
\ iew of tin* manner in which the canvass has
been carried on. Thu great effort of Hie Republicans seems to be to operate on the popti
Hr pa**ions excited during the late civil war.
Instead <■! repeating Hie honoral.de call of President Orant, “Let us have peace,” the cry is
for raising what, may prove another war. And
wh.v is this? Only because tin* peoph of the
Southern State* choose to vote as tliev please
(cheers'., without regard to tin* corrupt combinations ot officeholders all over the country,
wielded by ctpiully corrupt combinations <f
legislators at the scat of tiovermnert to perpetuate their own power. V.rily, verily, if
the people are wise they will lav down
part\
and seize the present opportunity t<» make a
change. I am ven truly \our*,
< iiak[.i:> PtiANris Ai»ams.

call oil. built a log hut, married, and
commenced life in earnest.
“Why not, mother?"
“She is too pretty ami she has such a
The Indian were troublesome,
driving
haughty, queenly sort ol way. I should oil' cattle, burning crops, etc., but as \m
as
soon
think of asking the president's li nl not ventured very near the settlement, I
Goneralitio*.
lady to scrub the lloor and ieed the pigs.’’ openly. Two children, twin sisters, were
gently rubbing him with the hand as'1
••That’s nonsense, mother," said Ed- bom to them
While
wore
babies in
Solitude is well enough until
they
ou want to
The pressure ot the hand on the
pass
mund, hall vexed, half laughing. “She the cradle, their mother went into the cow- borrow something.
animal has a powcrlul iiitlnenee in trainher
can’t
can
one
lace,
she? It is some yard
help
ilia no m il la':
:.
morning to milk the cows, when
< >ur best friends are those who
good as well as ing him, and I had rather engage to bring
keep quiet
of the scraggy-faced small pox-marked she was seized by an Indian, her handker- when somebody is
ad.ful and the-',
aye
•mmonlv the two yoke ol steers to a stage of good
enumerating oui virtue*.
who were so exacting as to the chief torn from her neck ami jammed into
girls,
tin-:r -irs av: tin- extreme parts ot
stockings.’
working discipline than tame one pair
\\ liile
Ink is advancing in priee. Sign vour name
•How absurd 1’ cried Miss Becky. ‘And the otherJudge Copley was sitting in Ids office j wages they should receive ai d the duties her mouth to keep her from screaminfr so
a--,i leas bi
-a,
is al-o
minimi for :i
that had been taught to fear the presence
CongroHhionnl Vote of the State.
day, looking over some law papers
now, while you cun do it cheaply
[Detroit
were to be called
as to rouse the neighbors, and her hands
did
to
see
the
ball
?'
-■
a
they
av
fa
white
the
mane
and
door
upon
Free
Press.
you
pevlorm,
a;;
ot man.
opened and a man hobbled in upon
(Maine K: inner.
The Bangor Commm-iul publishes tin- i»i1
that
wouldn’t
have
tied
behind
’em
in
It's
the
most
the
crutches.
house
on
immense
her,
to
to
a
said
and
Miss
ntioned < xtremichair,
Proceeding
preparatory
tiling,’
carrying
making a
tieiitl figures for very nearly tli«* full vote for
After ail, says an old doctor, there are only
Well, poor (irandma Skidmore cushion of some newspapers, he sat down verv any terms. Judith was the only one who her away.
f the ears and
t i.e ;. -s
i-s n !
Tin' king o! tlie Texas cattle raisers is Hannah.
of disease—the one of whieli you die,
at the recent election. Supplying
two
kinds
Congressmen
placed a bandaged leg upon another was willing to come for any sort of work,
Next, a whoop was uttered, to attract and the other of which you don’t.
t 'a" legs:
the missing vote for a lew towns and plaiilatin e- 11 it-" o-irihut for probably ('apt. Kachan! King. In March was always good to us. Of course, we’ll gingerly,
chair and said :
to
and
the
husband’s
do
tions
what she asks us.’
attention, lie seized his
not returma1. at Augusta. following is th.
accept moderate wages."
willing
pi tiie dun we last lie sold to one. person from Kansas
“Judge, my name is Briggs. 1 called in,
“Is rare beef dangerous?” ask< an exchange.
•Knit forty pairs of stockings ?’ screamed judge, to get your opinion about a little point
if
:
mimes an ! tails
of ;i ml,ni in head ofhorned cattle (all out of his
“She’ll suit you,” said Mr. Stedhurst, gun and ran to rescue his wife, only to be Not unless you are in the society of an infuri- result:
iKsr nisritn i.
<>f law.
31r. Judge, s'posiu* you lived up the win had come in while the discussion was smitten down by a blow from a tomahawk, ated hull when
:
:
:
that nl' the body, but own stack) for the sum of s.'igf.SOO, de- Miss l’atty.
egrws is out of the question.
Reed, Republican,
it'.,
pike here half a mile, next door to a man named
and left for dead. They next ransacked the
'The
idea
!'
cried
Miss
" iau'M
Jane.
a -I
tinin
hair
the
on.
“Take
mane
llverabl.'
in
word
lor
liars
it, mother,
mg
my
City. Kansas. .*10,000
It i< the shrewd remark of a close observer Goodwill, Democrat,.
Ja.JlJ
Johnson. And s’posiu* you and Johnson was going
•1 never heard anything so ridiculous as
house, taking what they wanted, such as that women do not want
'"’min.
wn m cash and the balance on deshe’ll suit you
lin
; black. and for the paid
to get into an argument about the human intelrights half so Scattering,.
equal
ift down the livery; and m April he sent oil' the stock that remark, Hannah Foster, sneered Miss lect and you^was t«> say to Johnson that a splenJudith Black stayed a month, and then blankets and provisions, but omittin"- to much as they want more room in the street,
fetal,
.:tl,W»
a
v. a
did illustration ol the superioritv of the human Mrs. Stedhurst
kill, or overlooking the. babies in the'era- ear. [Brooklyn Argus.
!' c r •markable as
in thirteen droves, which arrived all safe.
Becky.
Republican majority,.
engaged her for another dle.
v<
in
•Well, then,’ said Hannah, ‘i’ll do it intellect was to be found in the power of the month.
They then set lire to the house, which
s i;< <>.\ t» ms mu i.
There is nothing more truly insinuating and
any other creature '1 a be certain to have the requisite number
human eye to restrain its ferocity of a wild annab mule, that i know of. to la- dCivered he added 5,01 in extra head, myself. 1 shouldn’t like to disregard poor
Inferential than the waggle >t a little dog’s tail Frye, Republican,
“She is neat," said the farmer's wife, was seen by the settlers, who immediateej : tinimal? And s'posiu’ Johnson was to remark that
went to Furbish’s relief
r--e.
bid
i. it i-. mily a jdain, and still has left some 50,000 head, beside grandma’s last wishes.’
R»,2W
They found in the presence of a big dog with a bone. Belcher, Democrat,
that was all bo-h, because nobody could h !d “and .-he is quick to learn, and I believe ly
|s
Chase, (ireenbaek,.
him still living, though senseless'
•She was so polite to you, you know,’ a wild animal with the human eye; and
1d
i'lil in till- ass there is also U -0,imo head of
a
her to he thoroughly trust-worthy."
['hey [Brooklyn Argus.
sheep and 7,000 or 8,000
you
ty.
Scattering,
should declare that you could hold the saxagest
:.o
t
ami. over lln- shoulders, head ot horse and mule stock
man a clearer idea of the di>“If only Med don't fall in love with staunched his bleeding wounds, then went
Nothing
lie has said Jane
beast that was ever born it you could onlv fix
Total,.
•She
said
1
amt ill
-Jl.-ir:
a
that
was
the
Uiu
ri
one
of
nmiM
t'l
anil
ouuau^
some
oo.ooti
acres
of
her.’’
land
humorously
Mr.
undr
plainest
fence and
Stedpencil
suggested
on him ?
.,•« t.
tire and smoke they could see the cradle the sexes than to fall otf a step-ladder with a Republican majority,
:.
Iliac,--, v, md.i e-.a- tiy represent is now fencing in ijo,ihiii acres more, and the lot,’ said Hannah: ‘but very likely it your gaze
mii:!> jvistkk r.
“Well, then,s’posiu* Johnson was to say he'd hurst.
bucket of hot >oup suds in his hand.
with
its
household
was
true.
At
all
iot
tinis
she
treasures
as
it
liked
in
it.
tigiiiv
cross,
events,
living
represent- still has 1 !0,01.10 pieres in and about the
my bet a hundred dollars he could bring a tame anWhy shouldn't he tall in love with
ii
Lindsey, Republican,
Mathematically considered, the man who O'Brien,
d in painting or carving H-r a crueilix. same tract.
imal that >ou couldn't hold with your eye, and her if he wants?” said Mrs, Stedhurst, With almost superhuman efforts, and at
It took 700 men to drive this ginger-bread.’
Democrat,
l*j,rru
i-omes home from a day’s tishing without any
of
was
to
take
the
risk
their
own
him
on
:■ in!’
it.
and
Liked
her
Johnson was
you
up
lives, the cradle was ti-li
ginger-bread cried Jane.
pi'i-; fid to tell us as to the cr>iss mi- lot o! stock, and upward of *50,000 f..r
may b put down, we suppose, a* an obTotal,
ask you to come down lo his place to settle valiantly.
ogy|K',
from the burning house.
ll an a*-'- skin. Unit asses were not thus
The trude angler. [Commercial Advertiser.
the outtit. This statement shows that a
‘Becky, i believe one’s name lias an in- to
R« publican majority,
“My dear, my dear,” remonstrated Mr rescued
r*,u^7
the bet. 3 ou'd go, we’ll sax, and Johnson'd
children bad been tucked so closely under
llueuce on one’s life and actions. She remarked boiore the Christian era, and none large business may be done in
do
what
know
as
Stedhurst,
about
you
roL
irin
t.
msiitn
wander round to the back of tin- house and
farming
“Why do the butterllies waft their wings?'*
the
covers that they were still
v now without tin
in her ginger-bread, and is happy in
but
well
as
what
other
kinds
her?”
of
joices
soon
business
come
;
and
front
with
a
sleeping
«ign
upon
pretty
Powers, Republican,
again
l'J.KC
dog bigger
—a twenty-t wo verse poem, b\ “Esmeralda,*'
probv assert this, J know
lu,15H
“What do you know about any girl, for securely where their mother had placed is respectfully declined, with tin information Donworth, Democrat,
ably the profits are proportionable latge, knitting forty pairs of blue worsted stock- than any four docent dogs ought to he. And
%n
Oak, Independent,
JobiisouVi
let
of that dog and sick
Their
them.
names
were
go
-me are
f the
s’posin’
it
have
to
do
or
walk.
and
that
but
that
the
that
Dorothy
risks
matter?”
said
Mrs.
pillion
attend such enterprises.
ings.’
Stedhurst. “She
they
[Exchange.
great
him on you, and he’d come at you like a sixteen
Furbish.
1’heebe
The
k
.:;i
down in.- mew is ,» token o!
children
hi, you needn t complain, cried her
lived
and
Total,
es.Ouo
Discussion between a wise child and it*
inch shell out of a howitzer, and you’d get is certainly very pretty, and very faithful,
1,7 i
cousin,
‘it's bad enough to lie Hannah
grew up to womanhood, and years alter Aberdonian tutor
ngin, f" e.tuso tin? ass that is marked
“That star you see up Republican majority,
skeery about it, and try to hold the dug with and very honest.”
it
t
it
msrnii
r.
the
terrible
event
;
and
above
this
a
Imt
is
than
world."
it
Minted tiie strongest creature
Jane,
narrated they there
bigger
No, it
fancy being iiccky and your eye and couldn’t. And s’po.-in' you'd sudSlight and Stout Women.
••nonest, pur ni air. r>teimurst, dryly,
Yes ii is.'- “Then why doesn't it Hale, K* publican,
v, <•>•.
ir»,07»*
’’a
animals, according to
denly conclude that max be your kind of an eye ‘‘because she lias no temptation to be were married. Dolly, as she was called, to isn't.”
Tic w mien of thF Lepubiir. are g< nerallv su l’atty!'
py-j7
McLellan, Democrat,..
John Dennett, and Fhiebe to Elisha l.it- keep the rain oil?”
The Misses Linn and the Misses Foster wasn’t calculated to hold that kind of a dog. otherwise.”
.'ad !.11* ;In
;vi"<ni a<srs arc
mii'-ii slighter than the women of other civilScattering,
you'd conclude to break for a plum ‘.roe, in ortlelieid.
*
A horse-car conductor took his wife to one
-1 !•
o:\ing heavy and drawing ized nations that they are remarkable and dis- were cousins. Their parents had never der
are
too
said
l’hineas,
"Now,
hail,”
you
to have a chance to collect
thoughts,
Total,..
of our fashionable churches last Sunday, and
After twenty years absence, the
\
tinct from t iis tael alone. **As tiiin as an
been rich, and had all died young, but and try to reflect what sort of anyour would he Alts. Stedhurst,
lltni-. ini, then, he a mark
poor, her countenance
eye
impatiently. "The curpresented a curious study up- Republican majority,
a common saxing in
American,’*
in:hi an um. v.;na\ well s-!»>
Lurope; not before the}- had impressed on the best calculated to mollify that sort of a doir? rant jelly has never been disturbed in the weary, worn mother of the little twin on hearing him ring
MM.M \KY.
his hell punch wh »n the
and iN litm" is seen a> soon as our women are
minds of their children that (irandma You ketch my idea, of course?
'; t icss mi iu a horse: and likccloset, and I've left the bowl twice on tlie girls mule her appearance at the same contribution box was passed to him. Brook- Total Congressional vote,
i:;7>,s|?
compared w ith those <>f the otiiei lcinFphere,
lin n; .-'posin’ you’d take your
well,
“Y**r>
where
she
had
been
w»was
Skidmore
a
relative
of
it
is
whom
also a sign of •>r even of part- of this. KuropeaiN are r»>n7:1
captured. Hut, lyn Argus.
Republican,
may judge
great eye oil that dog; Johnson, mind you, aii the dresser with thirty-three lumps of sugar spot
Dernocratie,
oh
!
how
-Mi :
a
were
to
he
I?:
mu; •. aiid w produced
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The

Harrison

Tragedy.

A

[ From the Cincinnati Enquirer, Oct. 4.1
The people oi' Boone county. Ivy., who
live along the river nearly opposite to
North Bend, in sight of the tomb of Harrison and only about liflecn miles from

this city, were appalled yesterday morning nt the intelligence that William Henry
Harrison, a son of the late tSymmes Harrison and a grandson of a President of the
t'nited States, had entered the residence
of Major John 11. More and stabbed to
death Miss Mary More, the only (laughter
living at home. In the early part of the
summer Harrison began to visit at Major
More’s olteiier than usual, and it was soon
suspected that he had designs on Miss
More. Harrison had received no encouragement. and was never by word or look
given to understand that iiis feelings were
reciprocated or that Ids attentions were
agreeable. He had conceived an idea that
Miss More’s father was his bitter enemy,
and when that gentleman was home lie
rarely came to the house. Last Monday
morning Major More came up to Cincinnati and Covington. Monday night, and
in fact nearly all day Monday, Harrison,
availing himself of the Major's absence,
hung around the old More homestead.
During the day he obtained an intimation
that Major More would be home Monday
evening, and it was during that evening
that his hellish ambition was first de-

veloped.
He slipped

into the sitting-room unannounced. found Mary there, and. it is sup-

posed, made

proposition ol' marriage
to her. which she rejected.
He had been
in there but a moment, however, when lie
began yelling, “Pm crazy! Pm crazy!”
wiiisked out a formidable jack-kuile with
some

blade as thick as a razor, and dashed at
his victim. His lirst lunge resulted in a
ghastly wound in the breast, [list to the
left of the breast bone. He struck again
for the heart, and another wound was
made in the left breast, and still again a
third wound spurted blood from just over
the heart. Then he hinged again, this
time lor his victim's throat, and a bloody
slit down tHo lott temple was all he accomplished ; then again, and a wound in
tiic 1 fit, cheek was made
Bv this time
Mary caught the knife-blade in her hand,
but her assassin drew it through, and her
hand, with every linger wounded, was
helpless. Again, with uplifted blade, he
sprang for her throat, onh to plunge his
ugly weapon into her lelt arm, which she
raised for defence, and still again and
again until live gaping wounds were
bleeding in her arm, and still the demon
followed. Harrison walked deliberately
out of the house and towards his own
home. Arriving there he told his boys
that he had killed Mary More
"Siie
wouldn’t marry me, and 1 killed her"—
and that he was now going to kill himself. He then took his own rifle in his
hands as if to shoot himself, when his son
l'ike seized it. A struggle ensued, but
l’ike, discovering that this rifle, too. had
no
cap, ceased
struggling. Harrison
made the discovery, or pretended to,
about the same time, dropped the rifle,
and with the same yell, “I'm crazy! I’m
crazy!” ran to the cistern and jumped in.
file cistern contained only about four
leet of water, and the supposition is that
Harrison knew it. for had he been bent
on suicide the Ohio river would have answered every purpose, and that was only
a few rods
away. He floundered around
in the cistern a few minutes,
keeping up
liis cry of “I’m crazy,” until Ins sons Ashed him out; then lie made a dive for a
small medicine-chest in the house, saying
he was going to poison him-elf, but when
our reporter left he was still alive and
trying to devise some other means of selfdestruction
The room in which the
deadly scullie occurred was still as it was
lelt in the morning, and presented a horrible appearance. The matting on the
floor was stained with blotches ol blood,
and tlie door where the fiercest struggle
had occurred was all stained over with
the crimson fluid, as were the doors in
William More’s room. From the sittingroom clear across tlie kitchen the
struggling woman’s course could lie traced in
a

—

blood.

A

Shocking Disaster.

-\i:w York, Oct. *
A shocking (lisas*
iciuiicu
ill
mr:
5uiiU«'il“
jvowmaj,
tion ot live men. The Kuropu, which for
several years has been engaged in the
kerosene carrying trade between the United Slates ami Germany, was placed on tiie
large balance dry dock at tin" foot of Rutger.-. street lor the purpose of receiving a
general overhauling. 1 he ship carpenters and caulkers were in the lower
hold,
boring the sides to ascertain whether the
were
while
the
caulkers had
planks
sound,
Drought their oakum, oil and pitch into
the lower hold, so as to have it close at
hand when required. A ship
carpenter
named Casey was with the rest in the fore
hold ol the vessel, occupied in
testing the
planks, lie slrumc a match lor the purpose of lighting a pipe, and, having done
so, incautiously threw the burning match
to the Hour.
A large pile ol oakum was
close by, and tin: match, falling on a thread
ol hemp, set the
pile on lire. Casey, in
endeavoring to smother the flames, was so
badly burned that his life is despaired of.
ibe flooring ol the vessel,
having become
saturated with kerosene and other
highly inflammable liquids, in a moment
which
caught lire,
spread with lightning
rapidity, am! in a second the entire hold
bom stem to stern, was a mass of
lire,
whicii gained constantly.
John Sever,
another workman, was badly burned.
The numerous workmen in the hold of the
ship were shut off from the air, and they
were as in a tomb tilled with lire. Several
ol their number who were at work amidship were completely surrounded by the
flames, and those who were not in the
midst ot the flames were exposed to the
tumes which arose from the tire. The tiremen were
promptly on hand and succeeded in extinguishing the flames in about
kali an hour. A search was made in the
hold of the vessel, and the officers soon
found, in various parts of the bark, the
bodies ol live men. With the exception ot
one, all appeared to have been suffocated,
and the tilth man,one Gil!, was also
badly
burned about the head, hands and bodv.
The bodies were identified as Thomas Ingraham, William Furlong, John McDonald, George Gill and Dennis Sullivan. Gill
shows marks of having met with a hard
death, and all the others appear as if they
had Oeen suffering the terrible
agonies of

suffocation.
The

Country's Condition.

| t r-mi lion. Horatio Seymour’s recent speech.]

Wo see pervading distress which can
be charged to errors in Government
and to a low standard of morals in all that
relates to public affairs. It is said that the
clouds which have darkened the homes ot
our people, the fields of
industry and the
marts of commerce begin to lilt
up and
let in gleams of light which show a
brighter prospect in" the future. I pray
that this may lie true; hut the tact still remains that at this moment there is more
want, suffering and anxiety in American
homes than has been felt at any other
period. The coming winter is looked forward to with dread by many who have
never before felt the fear of cold or ot
hu iger.
1_ know of nothing which so
moves our’sympathies as the sight of a
man willing and anxious to labor with an
honest pride in his independence and manhood, who finds that not only himself but
those depending on him are threatened
with want; hut worse than all, that his
manhood may bo broken down by the
necessity of an appeal to the assistance of
others. We know that our land has millions ol citizens who suffer these
pangs of
anxiety and humiliation. 1 tell your mv
fellow citizens, that he who can stand before an audience like this, and who shall
seek to turn away the minds of bis hearers from their own condition and that of
their country, is a man who has a omit to
hide.

only

Charles Francis AdamS comes of a long lived
ITis father died in congress at the age of
eighty; his grandfather retired from the presiof
dency the Cuited States at sixty-live, hut was
of such sound health and clear brain that twenty years after he presided over the Massachusetts state convention.

Crusher

on

Blaine.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1876.

Portland, Oct. 3,1870.
John Kami, Esq., Hon. Nathan Webb, U. S.
District Attorney, Hon. Eton Bradbury, Hon.

Josiab II. Drunmiond:
(Ttuillemen—You were, we believe, the counsel in the case of Bradfch Johnson v. Neal Dow,
lately heard in the C ircuit Court for this district; Messrs. Kami and Bradbury being for t he
plaintiff, and Messrs. Webb and Drummond for
Dow, the defendant.
Y< u arc aware, we presume, that Mr. Blaine,
as represented in the public journals, in his rucent. speech delivered at Warren, Ohio, spoke
of this case as follows:
“And, now, gentlemen, mare startling than anything el.-e, on Thursday of last week there was a decis on rendered in the city of Portland, Stale of
Maine, in the United .States Circuit Cour .fudge

Nathan Clflbrd presiding, with Daniel Cla. Diairict
Judge of New llampsiiire, sitting with him—and 1
want the attention of the lawyers again—continuing the judgment obtained against Neal Dow, of the
13th -Maine Regiment in Louisana, giving judgment
to the rebel against Dow personally for the sugar
seized ou bis plantation by a foraging party from his
regiment. They were out foraging and seized some
sugar, and the man sued for it, and Dow said, “If
you are n loyal man we will give you a receipt, and
you will easily get your pay lor it.” Now the sugar
was used, and a large part of it sent to the hospitals.
Dow says, “it you will show me your loyalty, I will
give you a receipt,” and he declined to do it, and got
judgment in a Louisiana court. The United States
Circuit Court at Portland continued that judgment,
and ordered execution to issue for $1,750. That be
ing so, I say, gentlemen, will it not enable the man
that owned the held at Appomattox to collect ground
rent from Brant for the occupancy of it and destruction of the fences and crops? There has never been
so menacing a cloud as this hanging over a free peopie. More than that, this decision was warmly dis.
sen ted from by Judge Clark of New Hampshire. lie
was brought up in the true faith, but the Supreme
Court overruled him in the person of Clifford.
Clifford is an ingrain, hungry Democrat, double-dyed
and twisted, dyed in tile wool, and coarse wool at
that. [Much laughter.] And, in my judgment, lie
has carried that case for eight years and never offered that decision until lie in iiis ignorance believed in
if there should be a Demoa Democratic triumph,
cratic dreamer here, will not that gentleman tell me
why any solitary battalion or division of the army in
the South cannot be sued for every article of tress-
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injustice lias been done to our father—
Judge Clifford—by these statements, and we
believe them to be founded upon a misappre-

now

w:is

sued

in me &»xm j»i<inci

<

were

pleas:

First, That there was no such record, that
is. no Mich judgment against him.
Second, ilc also set up three special pleas,
denying the jurisdiction of the Sixth District
Court of Louisiana.
his first plea that
The plaintiff replied
there was such a record, and produced a duly
certified copy of the same. The court here—
both ju-tiees concurring—found that theie was
such a record of the judgment. In response to
ihe special ideas the plaintiff replied that the
Sixth District Court of Louisiana had jurisdiction ol the parties and the cause to render judgTo this the defendant, Dow. demurred,
ment.
and there Was joinder in the demurrer.
The questions ar!>ing on the dumurrer were
argued before Clitford, J., June tt'li, 1*7-1, sitting alone, the* other justice* not being qualilied
to sit. Judge Fox had formerl) been of counsel in the case, ami could me >ii. Judge Shepley having been Governor of Louisiana at the
time the acts were done b> Dow, thought himself also disqualified to act in tin? ease. Judge
Clitford he d the ease under advisement for
some time, and finding that the questions on
the pleadings and that of jurisdiction, were
both involved in ditlieulty. was unwilling to
render a judgineni on the case which could not
be reviewed by the Supreme Court at Washington.
He could have so entered judgment, however, and that decision would iiave been final
ami conclusive between the parties, because the
amount in depute was not nutlicient to gi\ e the
Supreme Court jurisdiction, and to entitle the
ease to go further by law.
It could only go up
in ease of a division of opinion.
The hearing was had before these two judges
at Portland, and they were both of opinion t hat
the ease was a proper one for a certificate of division, in order i hat the case might be heard
before the full court at Washington. 'The law s
of the Congress of the United States do not permit such a certificate of division of opinion un11;.' rase.
Tl.c .H.'Ufi of the .'supreme CourL in Ibis case
briny; of the opinion that ii Was jii opoi' that thr
rase should hr earned forward
by tile part,
against whom one judgment had already herii
I'rndrrcd in the rase, and that loo, in thr ro.irt
fit' original .jurisdiction, directed the judgment
in the circuit, whirl; was the only way tlie case
could ever "et lo tiic Supreme Court of the
l oiled States.
Tin purpose of dudjje Cliltord was to have a
judgment of tlie highest national tribunal at the
earliest possible moment. The case was important. in some of its aspects, but was not
hope I noiiyli to get to Washington without it
went in the maimer described.
Al the time the iudgment was rendered,
•Judge Clifford staled lo the counsel that lie
would allow the writ of error to Hie Supreme
Court at any time in order to the decision of the
questions m the certificate of division, since
(hat tie' writ of error and oiler documents
Inn
all been dull xrrtilcd.
We were not. of counsel in tin; case, and of
i nurse cannot have the same lull and accurate
knowledge of the farts as you possess. Under
the circumstances we appeal to you to know
whether the foregoing statement is correct,
and it it coulams any error we request
you to
lociiiy the same. Very respectfuilv,
jiakj.f.s K. Clifford,
William Henry Clifford,
cforce !•'. Clifford.
Having argued the cause fur the plaintiff on both
occasions, anil being familiar with all the fads and

proceedings,

1 consider tlie foregoing statement cor■"cd ; ami think i! my
duty to add, that while .lodge
Cliflord liaii the powei- to make Ii is own
opinion
Jinal and conclusive, his extreme anxiety that no injustice siiould possibly be done, promoted him to call
ii. Judge (park in order that so
important a question
might be re-examined at Washington.
October :i, 16715.
John Hand.

Portland, Mi:., Oct.:{, 1870.
Charles E. milord, Win. 11. Clillord, and
ieorgc ]•. Clillord.
Dear Sirs—I have examined the statement of the
case of Bradish .Johnson vs. Neal
Dow,contained in
your letter to the several counsel engaged in the argument before Justices Clillord and Clark, at the
Messrs.
•

Circuit Court

correct

on the 1.5th of
September, and find it
according to my recollection of the facts.
Nathan Wf.kh.
respectfully,

\ ery

Portland, Oct.:{, 1870.
Messrs. Charles E. Clifford, Win,
Henry Clifford, and
George F. Clifford.
Gentlemen—I have received your note containing
a statement of the case of Johnson
against Dow, as
presented at the hearing before the Judges of the
Circuit Court, aud tind it accurate.
Judge Clifford, if lie had been guided by the spirit
most wrongfully imputed to him
by Mr. Blaine,
could have decided the cause without
calling upon
Judge Clark to sit with him; hut deeming the questions involved delicate and important, he
preferred
that they should be determined by our
highest judicial tribunal, and adopted the
only course by which
that object could he obtained.
Very cordially,
Dion Bkadriry.
I have examined the
foregoing and find that it
contains a correct statement of the facts. The
only

questions presented to the Court were whether the
Louisiana Court had jurisdiction of the defendant
and of the subject matter of the suit, ami could render a valid judgment therein.
Josiah H. Drummond.
Portland, Oct. -1, 1870.
1 was counsel for Gen. Dow in the case of Bradish
Johnson against him, up to the time of
my appointment as District .Judge of Maine.
I have since
watched the progress of the cause and have carefully examined the statement referred to in vour letter to Messrs. Hand, Webb and als. and 1 believe
the same to he correct.
After the cause was submitted to
Judge Clifford,
he very
stated to me that he found it was
attended with serious difficulties, and he was anxious
it should be taken to the Supreme Court, so that his
ruling would not be final and conclusive.
Very truly yours,
Edward Fox.

frequently

A

New York merchant writes to the

Nation, concerning Governor Tililen’s income

:

1 am among those'who believe the first
year’s income return of Governor Tilden
was an honest and fair one.
As to the after years, I
happen to know the facts. He

was startled by the inconsistencies of the
law and the absurdities of the
rulings ami
cross-decisions under it. Asa lawyer, he
saw the impossibility of
any correct and
fair return, and went to A. J. Hlcecker,
the assessor in his district, told him his
difficulty, asked him to go to his office
and consult his books and to confer with
his clerk, who had full charge of all his
matters, and then to make up a full assessment, on which he would pay the penalty rather than run any risk of being criticised. In this he was more honest, open
and fair than most wealthy men, and deserves praise rather than blame.

A young mail from Rockland has been bound
to the Supreme Court for
adultery. He
was arrested ou Lisbon street in
company with
his paramour and a young lndv, on
Wednesday.
The married woman and the Rockland man are
confined in City Prison. The man is said to be
a dissolute son of
respectable parents residing
in Rockland, [Lewiston Journal.
over

Coin to the amount of #230,000 has been
shipped from London to the United States for

the

purchase

of bond.

ascendency.

forms lie has

personally

effected in the

York, and to the
peated explicit pledges of reform that

great

state of New

lie would not have to

re-

lie

and subdue his party, a part of his reform
programme—as Mr. Seliurz telis us would

for the Journal.

given.

be the case with Gov.

light

would

«£*1Iorace Dodd, 121 Washington St., Boston,
is an authorized Agent lor the Journal.

and his determined purpose, supported by
a willing congress and
an applauding

Subscribers are requested to take notice oi the
date on the colored slips attached to the paper. It
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
15 May 7<», means that the subscription is paid to that
date. When a new payment is made, the date will
be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS ARE
REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIR DATES ARE
CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears are requested to
forward the sums due

country, would leave

;

j

SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
j papers changed, must state the Post Office to which
the paper has been sent as well as the one to which
it is

to

go.

ADMINISTRATORS, EXECUTORS and GUARDIANS

desiring their advertisements published in the Journal will please so slate to the Court.
Probate Advertising in their
control to appear in the Journal, will need to make
that request ot the Court. 1

[Persons desiring
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come

into power under

reform, also, and his

or

uncertainty on

the

own

pledges of
high character

no room

for doubt

subject.

Elections.

Oentouninl

The Democrats have made certain of
both Indiana and West Virginia, beyond
doubt. The latter State is of special imus.

portance, for

the. reason that two United
are

to be chosen bv the

Legislature.
l! is equivalent to
residence of the

a victory in Ohio, the
Republican candidate for

President, that the vote is so close that
only tlie official count can determine the
result.
The indications
have held their

are

mvn

districts, although

that the Democrats

in the

we

are

crats as

announced that llie State
election in Georgia would take place on
the second Wednesday of October. We
we

doubtful, but claimed by Republi-

is still a dehateable Slate
We are
all that we claimed, and this is

holding
more

than

enough

to elect 'l iiden.

J.

Samuel
of

Tilden,

Xkw York.

For Vick

Prksidknt,

Thomas A. Hendricks,
or

Indiana.

For Electors ol President and Vice-l’resident:
At

Parse—JOSEPH TITCOMB.

quently order is preserved, industry is tacts is necessary to prick any or all the
fostered, everybody prospers, and the ne- hobgoblins that radicalism lias conjured
in regard to tlie South. A Southern
groes, realizing his improved condition, up
understands who iiis friends arc, and supports them.

paper, the Portsmouth. Ya. Knterprise
makes an examination into the Republi-

Atlanta. Ga., Oct. n. Forty counties, ollicittl, gave Colquitt 43.931: Xorcross, Radical.
13,707. The Secretary of State, from those returns, estimates the Democratic majority at not
less than 100,000. The election was peaceable.
Thousands of negroes voted the Democratic
ticket. There was no excitement. Oar tranquility is amazing.

can

CIIAIU.ES \V. KOBE RTS.

1st Hist.—IilON BRADBURY,
rd Dist.—(> A PEN V. MOSES.
:id Dist.—J. C- MANSON.
Dll Dist.—HASTINGS STRICKLAND.
6th Dist.—JAMES li. TALBOT.

had the experiment been tried in ltussia, for it
was one of those rare occurrences proving the
whole world kin hv the thrill of sympathy we
all felt when the appointed hour anu moment
It ran with electric speed from the Pacific to the Atlantic, and when we read of the
successful accomplishment, achieved by the
touch of a baby finger, somehow our eves grew
dim, as they are apt fo do when any strong
emotion stirs us. We read of all the •‘tunnelling,'’ the “drilling” and "charging,” without
came.

it. and tried to fancy it, yet all
the while there stood in the Government building on the Centennial Grounds, a model of
these mysteries so accurately made that any
child might see how the wonderful work was

wrought. Lt has received little attention, for it
occupies an inconspicuous position in the section devoted to the United States Civil

gineers; and by the time

En-

reaches it, brain
and nerves are so weary, that visitors exclaim
Ah! another military model or a cluster of
Government machine shops,’-* and on they goI confess I never knew of its presence till yesone

On the other hand, the Republicans terday. Let me tell you how to find it most
easily. Instead of entering by the great main
must be depressed and disheartened by
turn to the right, passing round its proour
information from Ihe New the vote in Ohio, even il they do not lose portal,
derived
jection, and you will 11 ml a small door-wav.
York Hera) Almanac and the World Al- the State, which is very probable. We (.’lose b\
this, so near \ou would be very likely
manac—both of which so state. As u mat- have only to press on the column to No- to walk by without noting it, stands a miniature
ter of fact the election took phtek on the vember, and \ lelory is ours
Who can edition of Gen. Newton’s latest work. It was
•1th, being the first Wednesday. The De- doubt, in view of the result of Tuesday, made by one of his corps of assistants, Baron
Von Ecglofstein who faithfully copied all the
mocrats swept the State by eighty thouthat the States of New York. Connecticut,
details of the famous spot. The tiny trees seem
sand majority.
New Jersey Indiana. California and Oreto have actual foliage, only they must have
The result is so magnificent that tlie
gon, will give their electoral votes to Til- grown in Eiiliput, and the little houses and
Republicans affect to laugh at it, declar- den, and with an united South, carry him machine shops are all perfect, itailvvays leading oil* to some distant base, ol supplies are
ing that their party did not vote, that the triumphantly into the Presidency?
clearly delined, and the green grass grew to the
negroes were intimidated, &c. But GeorWhere tho Democratic Strength la. river's edge before the
tramps of the countless
gia is one of those states in which the Deand eager sightseers spoiled its veremployees
little
ami
of
statistics
research,
mocrats are in decided
Very

majority—conse-

1’KKSIHKST,

For.

Notes.

Correspondence of the Journal.
Philadelphia, Oct. 5th.
No matter how distant from llallett’s Ilecf,
every individual who knew anything about
Hell Gate waited for that grand explosion with
feverish interest. It would have been the same

Congressional understanding

without actual

So far as Tuesday’s elections foretell
the result in November, it may be sot
down tints:—Indiana and West Virginia,
claimed by the Democrats, have voted
Democratic. Ohio, set down by tire Democans.

Georgia Election.
Last week

October

Wo give elsewhere the result of Tuesday’s elections, so far as they have reached

Hayes; his party figures.

49*Gko. P. kowkll & CO., 40 Park Row, New
York, will receive advertisements for this paper, at
the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt
attention.

The

States Senators

It will be said, perhaps, that this is too
much to promise for Gov. Tilden. ilut we
may answer by pointing to the great re-

*3tI5ates & Locke, 3* Park Row, New York,
are authorized agents for procuring advertisements

nun 01

Louisiana. by one Johnson, claiming to bo a
]o\ al citizen of New York, ami having been
duly served with process failed to appear, and
>uik*red judgment. to go against him by default.
The action in the Circuit Court in this circuit,
was an action of debt on that judgment.
Dow
was duly served with proees> from the Circuit
Court here, and appeared and pleaded several

can

a

lias

(ireat

hension of the facts.
A' we understand the matter the fuels
these:

tution of

advertisements.

pass? j Laughter.]

Let me read to you of the nature ol the case. ExBov. Wood of Vermont, a man of as pure character
t\< lived, writes ovei UB name, “I have known Mr.
1 have debated this quesTilden for twenty year-.
tion with him personally, ami 1 know that he holds
tile opinion that the war was unconstitutional. I
heard him declare, in conversation with myself
since the close of the war, that every man in the
United .states Army that marched across Southern
soil was a trespasser, and liable to suit for damage s
I think that Clifford
in an action for trespass.”
read that opinion of Tilden the day before lie* made
lii> decision in regard to Dow's sugar. And the
Democrats tell you the Constitution forbids the payment of these claims.
Never was anything more
menacing and alarming than that.

|

overthrow of the corrupt rings in the internal revenue and Indian bureaus and the j
navy and war departments; and a substinational habit of frugality, accountability and peace, for the national

Subscription Terms.
wiiiiiu tin year, $2.50; at

r.

race.

There lives at Boston Highlands, Mass., a
venerable dame named Harriet Hawley, who is
one hundred ami three years old, and lias never
visited a theatre nor ridden in a railroad car.
Her father stood by the side of General Warren
when he fell at Bunker Hill.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

To the Editor of the Argus: Will you do me
the favor to insert the following correspondence
in your paper.
Yours truly,
William IIenuy Clifford.

Colorado.

claim, which

honest

people

from

believe,

iteration

many

that

great

the

Democratic vote resides in what were the
Confederate Stales.

The

following States
Confederacy: Vir-

dure.

How familiar every bit of it must have
to Gen. Newton, anxiously noting with
his critical glance every point that could be

iffeets ami the “eookinary boderations” are
placed decidedly hors du combat, for tbe pres-

THE ELECTIONS !

ent; but the papers say that Herr Lauber was
amply insured, and the devouring flames didn't

imported liquors;

meddle with bis
little sympathy.

during the

so be needs
lie has made piles of money

summer.

IDEAS SOMEWHAT MIXED.

I think you will remember that in the pavillion of Starr and Marcus there i- a sett of superb jewels made for a lineal descendant of
John Aklcn and Priscilla. The body of the
medallion is of actual Plymouth Kock, exquis-

itely polished, and everybody is interested.
But some people never can say anything
straight, so yesterday a lady rushed up to the
attendant asking eagerly
Where is that sett of
jewelry that John A/Jen 1node on Plymouth
Hock
was

for

Priscilla Stnttilish?"

certainly

a

That

genius, and I'll leave

think about it.

woman

you

to

Anna S. II-

Generalities*.
Illinois has a “lied-1 leaded Association," of
iVhirh IJ. Gnttz Brown is a bright and shining

light.

In a ea-e at Bangor for divorce, the cause is
dated to lie desertion the day after the mar-

riage.

There

are

Legislature,

seven
one

Republicans in the Georgia

in tin

Senate

and -ix in the

House.

A larger quantity of potatoes than u.-ual ha\o
blind a market at good price ;i Lilsworth the

present

autumn.

Geo. Merchant of Farming-on, ha- lfeii sent
to State Prison for two years for forgery *»f a

promissory

note.

F. A. Woodward, a former partner of W illiam M. Tweed, was arrested in Chicago, under
an assumed name.

Herring, who .-hot his son-in-law, in Canaan
last summer, lias been -cut to the Insane
Asylum by Judge Danforth.
At Farmington Failssoiue of the fanners had
to transport water n* arly a mi!--, t r use ot
stock and household purposes.
The Anii-rie: n says at Fll-worth the water in
the river is siill low and a small amount of
lumber is being manufactured.
Lizzie Reeves,

a

native of Damariscott, took

grown

opium in Boston and died. Lizzie was young,
thoughtless and gay, and lived too fast.

made available.
Far below the level of the shore lay the river
bed with its sullen rocks, making dangerous ed-

The widow of the late Chief Justice Tenney
of the S. ,L Court of Maine, died at Xorridgewoek the ilUtli ult, aged s-j years s months.

dies and defying for ages -hi daring suggestions
for its removal. Mr. Brown, who politely and

At Johannisherg, recently, a cask of wine of
the. vintage of lstii was sold to the ex-Sultan ot
Turkey for .*»<;,ono florin-, which is at the rate
of £10 a hottle.

clearly explains the model, assured me that the
mock reef exactly resembled the configuration

of the. real rock. Sift-ru t ho twin? sotnulinr/x
were taken, t il the features of the whole subcomposed the Southern
ginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, merged surface were known as well as if they
to the
When all this had been
Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, ; lay open and thegaze.
cotVerdam strongly built, the
surveyed

West Virginia Democratic!

Ohio Close t\: Doubtful!
We

Ms*].,

Miss Fmma Baker, of Fnion < ounty, N. ,L.
died from being poisoned by eating toadstools,
which s!ie and her companions had mi-taken
for mushroons.
Hon. "William P>. llayfonl. Mayor of Bangor,
ha- been chosen president of the Kendu.-keag
National Bank, in place of Hon. George W.
Pickering, deceased.

Democratic!'

Indiana

are

sis of

day

indebted to Mareellu- l.mi

Ranger, tor the following svie
the evening despatches of Wcili

ol'

—

Indiana i-certainly 1 temocratic bv IV".

eight

to fifteen thousand

nin.joriu

Ohio is very close, and claimed b\ b,
Democrats and RepublicanWest

Virginia
majority.

is Democratic

by

a

1a

Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas and TennesAt the date of this wiitiug, on Wed
j lirsfc shaft, was sunk. You v> ill see this imporKentucky and Missouri sent a large tant enclosure in the model, with its stuiicase
'I here are-aid to he present five thousand un- day morning, tin; returns Irom the Stan
number of soldiers to the Confederate leading down to the river-bed, and the derrick claimed trunks at tin
Pennsylvania railroad de- that held elections on the loth, are vr
but as States they were not at its top reaching out its powerful arm. Mr. pot in Philadelphia. The confusion is becoming
army,
Wliat will Happen if Tilden shall oil' before the
We sell
much mixed and eonlused.
worse
confounded
had
been
closed, and
every hour.
polls
be Elected,
thoroughly iitentilied with the Confed- Brown will toil you that from this main shaft
the idea of stating the majority in a state
Mr. N. A. Luce, assistant superintendent of such as appear to give tangible ideas,
tunnels
were cut in radial lines through three
eracy. Now let us see what is the Demoll is diilb.uilt to say how much effect
schools, is a candidate for the position < f Mate
acres of solid rock; hut while he tells you, he
that it, takes a week or ton days to get relying upon later despatches to give
cratic strength in those States, taking the
superintendent of common schools, made vawill turn a crank, and the river bed slow y
may really be caused among voters by the turns from, is preposterous The later and
decisive results.
Tin following in n
cant by tin* resignation of Mr. Johnson.
have
been
aide
to
poll rises, disclosing a view of those same tunnels.
highest vote they
cry of sinister designs on the part ot Til- full returns cut down the Republican preJohn Jarrctt, one of the “six Hundred" who gat'd to India ia and Ohio, is reported
since they were reconstructed. Tlie fol- The top rock was left about ten feet thick. As
den and his supporters. Not much cer- tentions
made that womlrousgcharge at Balaklava, haNt:n Yuuk, Oct. II
l.l.j a. .'i. It,--fearfully. The chances now are lowing is the count:
rapidly as progress was made tramways were just died. He had three wounds, and his hor-t
patches received at lho Democratic lies :
tainly, among intelligent and thinking that the whole Democratic state ticket, is
was shot under him; he caught another horse
>o tlie debris was
laid
in
these
curious
streets.
Virginia.J 20,738
quarters chr-.n tliat tlie Democrats ha.
and escaped.
men, to which class, we are sorry to say, elected.
North Carolina.98,217 easily carried to tin- mouth of the shaft a.. 1
carried Indiana by at least 7,1 ><«i tnajorn
all voters do not belong. Still, the activSouth ( arolina. 43.237
A
German
miser
who
died
of
starvation
at
ir on the bank above by those
and the returns Irom Ohio claim imnien
103,329 swung away
du
on the 4th inst, left gJo.boo
Fond
Lac,
Wis.,
Georgia.
1 notice in the addresses made by the
ity and persistency with which this cry
Florida. 17,333 same derricks. The channels or streets cross to be divided between three nephew's in Ger- Dcmiieratic gains in nearly every part
1 he figures received show
has been kept up, shows that the authors Republican candidate for Governor that lie Alabama.107.11s at regular intervals, leaving pillars from eight many. His name was Knitted, and lw made the Mate.
bis money on liquors during the war.
Mississippi. 90.80(1
Democratic victory in both States.
have no small faith in its eilicaey. In no- commences by saying, "I am glad that I Louisiana,. 74,901 to twelve feet thick, an l as you look there
A school of mackerel, a mile long and a
Specials to the World from lndianape
comes to your memory all you have read of the
Well, 1 know of a Arkansas.. 42.071
ticing this unprincipled attempt to excite am a Republican
,'io A. M indicate a decided n. ■.
Texas. 99,984 catacombs, or all you have seen in those strange fourth of a mile wide, was struck by lisliing up to W
the tears of the people, the Missouri Re- good many that are glad they are Repub- Tennessee. 320,333
smacks off Xew London, Saturday, and thoiig.ii jority in the Stnte for the Democrats
regions of Colorado where Nature seems to many of the nets had to be cut because < i thThose received from Ohio are not slid
publican says that in the first place, there licans. 1 will only mention one. That is
Total. 927,089 have tried her hand at sculpture, and becom- weight, 300,Out) tisli. worth £10,000 were taken.
ciently eotnph te to make a basis tor a -a
will not bo another war; nor a restoration Boss Shepherd of Washington city. A
leavremoved
her
work,
though
Another cannon lias been found in the river estimate, but show a preponderance
Thus it will be seen that in the States ing disgusted,
of the Southern confederacy; nor the re- few years ago he was a gas litter in
all the pedestals standing. Could some at Bangor by Thomas Allen, the diver. It is of
the late Conlederacy, the demo- ing
gains in lavur of the Democrats
composing
the
same size and style of the one found tin
enslavement of the negroes; nor a dis- Washington.
To-day i suppose lie is crats have not polled as many as one mil- mammoth rooting shut in the Garden ol the first of the summer,
Indiana.
and it was found in th
Gods in Colorado, il would look'very like tin* same
franchisement oi the negroes; nor a re- worth $o,000,000, and as he looks out of
Ni.vv Yota., Oct. 111. Specials from b
locality in the river. He al-o found a
lion of voles, which is less than they can
galieried cavern which Gen. Newton’s genius ketlge anchor.
dian.a say the chiefs ot the two great pa
pudiation of the national debt; nor a re- his palace upon the long row o! brown
poll in tlie three northern States of New designed and created.
ties in Indiana met at Indianapolis yesti
the gallant Greek admiral who, lifiy
Canaris,
oi
the
constitutional
stone
front
that
he
has
houses
built, be.
peal
amendments;
!' illy thousand cubic i aids ol fragment* were
odd years ago, with forty-two associate-, took day, (iov Hendricks among the numb,
York, Pennsylvania and Ohio. Looking
nor the payment ot several thousand miltoo, thanks the Lord that ho has been a at the World almanac for 1879, we find slowly removed before the great result could the sacrament and devoted himself t-i death in and united in common measures to se,
two tire ships into the midst, of the Turklie
lions of Southern claims; nor a crippling Republican. And be has more reasons to
be approached with any certainly; then came sailing
a pcaeelul and fair election to-day.
ish fleet at Seio-, succeeding in des'roying flic
the following democratic strength voted:
that repo
the tiual drilling of each pillar, the boring of
ol the government by excessive retrench- be thankful that he is a Republican than
paelia’s ship, with many hundred men, is alive issned an address demanding
New York, Is7-L.119,391
ers and imported roughs shall not int>
at Athens, a hearty old salt of eighty-two.
There will not lie any of these the candidate for Governor of Indiana, Pennsylvania, 1S72. 317,790 vertical holes in the roof, and the charging of
ment.
an
Detective Mo-e- Sargent, by a dc- ree of itw fere at the polls, and agreeing to
Ohio, ts73. 292.272 four thousand spaces with those terrific agi tits
things following Tilden’s election, as the lie has live million of reasons, and each
body of citizens to be held subject t
the various compounds ol nitro glycerine. court in Portland, was awarded >bfd.- ) in a
suit brought by him again-t the town of Bri
Total. 1,020,424
Ala;
Republican orators assert. The assertions reason is worth a dollar to him [Gov.
When 1 read how slight an accident might
j del's of (iov. Hendricks andt the;il"ie,
for detective service-. Mr. Sargent wa- em- and Sheriffs at Indiana]),,
Thus it will be seen that in these three have brought a horrible death to the employ- tol,
of the Republican orators about the mat- Hendricks.
1
»•*••••
UCl III LJf.it ,.lu
jdoved hv the agent of the town, whit h
\ irtuous Ren Butler is meeting with duo
Morten would say
and the Republican
An Indian tpoiis speei tl to-day
more votes than they do in the eleven
very brave or \« ry desperate to engage in *ueh who threw flic ca-c on tile town.
say ,.
orators know it.
It is a very common opposition in the Lowell district, from Southern
Dr. Benjamin F. Buxton died at hi- r«--i- city is alive with excitement over the e|,
Confederacy States, anil when work. J.ile could not have been vers valuable
ti m to-day. and a targe number ot yob
dence in W arrm, Monday evening, aacd about
habit with parties being in power to per- some who don't just fancy his ways. Be- we add to
when they willingly exposed it to Midi dreadthese, 33,<)()u in Maine, 90,000
00 years. Dr. Buxton took his medical degree were in line when the polls
ful
and
at
opened, m.i
the
sides
the
suade themselves that tin*
mode!,
risk;
of
looking
my fancy
Tarbo\t tiie pres- in Michigan,
candidacy
at Bowdoin College in DJo.
government
Otui in Minnesota, 1.30,000
lb- ha- hr.n indicate the vote will be the
largest < v
peopled it wilh laborers who trod softly and President of I he Maine Medical Association,
cannot be conducted without them—that ent member, lie is opposed by Judge 1 [oar, in
east.
Missouri, 40,000 in New Hampshire, spoke with hated breath,
feeling the pressure of represented Warren in the Legislature, b. .-n
nil. ltK ITUNs
< * .Vi IN l, IN
IV ft.
they, alone, understand the art ot govern- who has accepted a nomination from the 1110,000 in Now Jersey, 90,000 in Wiscon- ail awe that was as real as the reef above
Selectman, Inspector of Maine State Pri-on.
their
held various ollices of public and pri\atc
An Indianapolis despatch -.as the
ing, and that the machine would he decent Republicans ol the district. Butler sin, 200,1100 in Illinois, l8O,O00in Indiana. heads. More of the same dangerous tasks must and
1 rust.
turns will be very late.
The ticketsmashed in the hands of the other party, is following out his old tactics of bellow- 99.0(10 in
Massachusetts, MS,000 in Con- be accomplished before t he channel will be free,
Mr>. Abbott, the. widow of ibc <»■. mum con- that city contain
names, and in com
it is well enough to teach such parties a ing out personal abuse from the stump. necticut,
but
this
was first selected because it was a sort
in
>ul
who
was
91,000
tmmli'r.'il by the Turks at Saloni- ties where then is only a
California, 99,000 in
single Uepresei
of promontory round which the rushing water <*!i. bus rc. oived «'>b(),()00 trail• of tin*
lesson occasionally, to show them where He is specially attentive to the Boston
iml'iimity tative t,, elect, the whole number ot eandi
Iowa, :i3.00o in Kansas, 40,000 in West
which
the
was compelled to d:iv.
portc
Philamade
troublesome eddies ami whirlespecially
the sovereignty and safety of a
to
be
voted
for
is
l'7
: and there a:
Advertiser
Herald,
and
which
pates
Journal,
Tillies.
country
Virginia, besides Maryland, Kentucky, pools. With how much more of cheer ami delphia
besides two Township Trustees, Stui.
And tin* I'nitnl Siiitu* tlRgniftfuilv ;m*i*pti*.l
really lie. The people ot the United States are doing effective service in the cause of Delaware, Rhode Island, Vermont, Color•^U,000 only as the indemnity lor tin* mind r
courage those engineers will attack the next
Congressional aim County tickets all
are the
sovereign custodians of its inter- decency, by opposing him. The Herald, ratio, Oregon, Nevada, Nebraska,
obstruction, sure of a victory which one trial by t lit* Spanish of about *i\Iy AimTir.m ciii/ciis one slip ol paper and they will go in
polling
in Cuba, taken from tin1 Virginius. Tlnv anests—not liie Republican party, nor the especially, lays a daily
tm\
The work will therefore
has already so fully demonstrated! (ion. Newscourge upon the together 299,978, democratic votes in 1873
compounding now for tin* proper amount by ■single
Democratic party; and it may be set back of the prophet ol cunning and fraud, Thus it will
It is not expected tli. i
ton's name is the 011c concerning which we graciou<l>
surrendering Tweed. [Hdtimore long and tedious.
be seen that while in the
the result in Indianapolis will be know t
have braid the most, hut those who so faithful- Sun.
down as a truth that they will not
permit that is refreshing to behold.
southern states poll only 927,089 demobefore two oYloe!; p, the morning. Abu.,
ly assisted and carried out his design-, surely
oiil>, < )i l. 7. At a late lumr la-st mglil,
either one party or the other to drag it to
cratic votes, in the states which stood by deserve an
towns on telegraph lines will begin t,
remembrance. <ien. A. A. a? Capt. Id 11 iot w;h patrolling Alfred street I•
equal
1 lie Bangor Whig has a long article enruin. The disasters so volubly predicted
discovered apjiearanee^ of robbi-rv in the tailor- come in about ;■ o'clock T tU at New S ork.
the Union during the late war they mus- Humphrey was the head of the
corps of engistore of A. J. Robert-,
in
few mimihand it they should show important dee id
by the Republican soothsayers, therefore, titled "Nemesis in Massachusetts"—which ter about 2,TOO,<it 10 votes, or three times neers. In this little corner of the (iovernment ing
he captured Si Curtis and .Mike Crogan as the\
ed gains one vv ay or tlie other the lint:
as the result of Tilden’s election will never
Were
means, we infer, that the goddess of ven- as
the store with live rolls of < loii,
many as there are in the south. How building, under the charge of ('apt. I>. ]*. Ih-cp, valuedleaving
sulHcicn y determined Tiy n
at
The
thieves
were
taken to the may
come.
one may tind many illustrations of
geance is at work there. The Whig lab- then, the republican
engineering po,V<' station, and this morning were arraigned night to make the re-nit evident with, il
people of the north science
ors
which
most
What
ill take place, then? We anconcerning
people know | befun Recorder Could. Curti> is :t noted ■!'■>- returns from cities. Should tlie State In
through a column and a half to show can bo gulled into the belief that the south
even loss than
do about the transit of Vo- perado and accomplished burglar, lie returin-l quite close, however, it will
swer: First, tlie assurance of a
probably 1
change that Providence is alllicting the Bay State constitutes three-fourths ot the democratic mis. It seemsthey
ti'om State Prison three weeks ago. where h
so strange that nnv human
Wednesday noon befure it can be knov
and a popular feeling ot profound relief- with Ben. Butler's
served a sentence for burglary committed in
because
her
candidacy
party of 1 ho country passes all compre- method could avail to read the secrets which b ranklin street. Corgan has had a eood r»-i*ord with certainly which side has won tie
The country will breath more freely ; hun- delegates didn’t go for Blaine at Cincinhension. Looking at congress we lind a ocean and river have kept for so many ages hitherto.
victory.
dreds ot thousands of Republicans, even, nati. \\ hat Nemesis would have done in
tagmjMiMttwmiii.- 7
■ ■ ii ■ ||
Nt.u Y,u,k. >
vi.
AIc«»agfs tins
similar state of nil airs. Of the 29 demo- wilh Mich jealous care, and wc wish we might
to privah parties In in both it,
will acquiesce in the defeat of their
Maine
if
Blaine
evening
had
tind
some
the
elixir
vila*.
so
our
own
succeeded,
Gov.
in
a
Know Nothinti SoWhig crats in the present senate, only 11 tire j
eyes might
party,
Hayes
publicans and Democrats claim a v ietor
behold what coming generations may achieve.
not only without a regret, but witli a
ciety.
posi- omits to say.
from states which were in the Confedera- j >im
lor both parties in Indiana, while a 1!
iy, if a council of war were held in heaven
tive satisfaction. The overthrow ot GrantCi\< iwati, (fetober x.
publican majority seems to be conceded
while 18 arc. from states which re- when the tower of Ilabtd
cy,
if
rose,
then
Matters
Thu
are
Cincinnati
slowly
gerting pretty warm in
ism will solace them for the overthrow of
Kntjuirer will publish to- in Ohio. An 1 nd iupolis special claimmained
in
Jehovah
the
himself
union.
declared
that
rn,
utow
There
are
ten
human
skill
and
a
repubspecial dispatch hum Mew York, Indiana as Kepuidiean by a small majoiRepublicanism, and they will cheerfully South Carolina. Gov. Chamberlain has is- licans and one
daring, unrestrained, might seriously threaten giving conclusive evidence of the connec- ity. A
vacancy from the eleven
import is current that frauds were
admit that the inevitable change is as well sued a proclamation, ordering certain rifle
tion of Governor Hayes with the American
in Indianapolis in tlie intere-l
states as follows: Alabama 1. Arkansas His kingdom, we might conclude that now the
perpetrated
clubs
to
disband
within three days, and
now as it would be four
eternal problem so lung baffling by their inscru- Alliance before the time when that order of the
years hence. At
Repubiieaus. tint that the Comitv
Florida 1, Louisiana 1. and one va2,
table mystery, should some day yield, and men tendered him it- nomination lor the Pres- has probably given a small DeUloerati,
Washington there would bo a general threatening to appeal to the United States
idency. file authority ot thu letter which majority. An Indianapolis special s.tvin case they do not. The Democratic State cancy. Mississippi 2, South Carolina 2, become
as gods, I'nou'inff
'lite
good and evil.” is
Boss
cleansing,
Babcocks,
ShepTexas 1.
published, cannot be ipiestioned. Tiie there have been many arrests tliero and
How
now
do
discern
the
wide
disdimly
Committee
they
reply' with an address, styling
herds, Williams, the sale-burglary gentry
is the text of the letter.
following
the jail is lull of roughs who have be,
In tlio House of Representatives there tinction! This exhibition i>
the Governors proclamation a partisan
working mirach s
and the leaders of the local
< oi.imhi s, o., June JP, 1*7,:.
/,, ,v. y,
arrested as v agrants.
rings who
The liquor saloonin an educational wav.
are 17!* Democrats, of whom 77 are from
Tin*
most careless
,
A/yfi .XV'.'/'-Oo/o/
Alli'inrr, 11.ir
pretext for calling in troop.-. The fact is
now manage the affairs of the District
were generally closed during the
day.
ml1
about,
will
Ace*
seer,
M'ght
'o'/'.—1
wandering
>t:\K
Silt:
aimlessly
Yonr
favor of
the eleven Southern states, as follows:
Sew Youk. '.i i-. m
The \Vor!d's\spe,
would go into obseeurity, if not into in- that success in rallying freedmen to suphave bis curiosity excited, and Yankee curios- •he hull i,i-t. received with nTlitiuate of memAlabama
Arkansas
ial
Irom
Louis1.
(j,
Georgia 9,
bership, constitution-, etc, of the American AIIndianapolis says that indicationfamy, and other persons would take their port the ticket has made Republicans
ity once awakened will never rest till it i- satiana :>. Mississippi 7, North Carolina 7,
liiiinv._ Hu pleased to aeeept my thanks for point to an overwhelming Democratic
istied. Men will think over these things awhile, your hit'll appreciation of
place. It may he asked—would the new thoroughly mad—and that is all there is
myself. Trusting that
Tennessee 9, Texas (i. Virginia 8. Flor- then seek for books that may assist them in I m:,\ prove worthy of the confidence reposed majority.
local regime be better than the present ? of it.
Nhw A iiuk (midnight.) Tlie Tribune's
ida and South Carolina sent all Republi- one poini. and gaining that, read on; while in mu. I remain emir fellow-citizen.
special^ Indianapolis says Harrison leads
It. It. ltAVKS.
Very probably it would, to say the least.
liis ticket, and is doubtless elected
The review of the Neal Dow case and cans, there being hi Republicans from the women, whose hopes and wishes and imaginThe
IL certainly could not be worse. Gov. Tilf!,e dispatch to the Kinpiircr further
ations have clustered round so mV exceedingly
is uncomfortably close.
Thus it
"It is signed by Mr. Hayes, and a majority
says:
den is a very independent sort of man ; he Judge Clifford’s connection therewith, South in the present Congress
narrow point, seeing how wide the world is
The World's special claims Indiana for
letter press copy is now in his letter-hook
will be seen that 122, or more than twothinks more ol things that are right than which we publish to-day, contains nothand in how many places a woman's hand
the Democrats by 17,OW majority, and
may at Columbus.
It
was
written
a
few days
ing but a calm and simple statement of thirds of the Democratic representatives be wisely employed, will tind their energies before his nomination
calls Ohio duubttui. Its
from
ot tilings that are
merely Democratic. Be- the
by the .Alliance at Indianapolis says returns despatch
in
tacts—but
the
are from states which were
show a large
rebuke
which
it
carries
and
their
Congress,
field
of
so
quickened
enhe
is pledged to reform, his name
thought
sides,
Philadelphia, and his acceptance ot the Democratic
that Torre Haute city
is a guaranty of reform, and as he is to Blaine is terrible. It was an indecent on the side of the North during the war. larged that life will always be richer and bet- membership is undoubtedly the reason is claimed gain;
by the Democrats, and that
ter worth the living.
which impelled his nomination by the AlI think we may all echo
to drag judicial decisions
into
a
thing
Now Albany and Jellersonville and Floyd
avowedly opposed to second terms, we
U hat effect the October elections will the declaration a
Governor Hayes will not dare to
young southern girl made yes- liance.”
counties give an increased Democratic
have every reason to believe that lie would stump speech—a fact which Mr. Blaine have
and sending this letter, as
upon the Presidential contest re- terday—‘*U! 1 know ft'/m/i' in'ftps more than 1
deny
signing
majority.
insist on a- purification of the capital and must now perceive, as well as regret the mains to be
the
can
be
and
will
be
or
c\
learne
d
original
before!"
produced
seen.
The Republicans may
unio.
do all that the executive can do to effect part which he played in the alfair.
published in the same manner as the Leo
THE WOMAN s CONOKESS
continue their desperate light, hoping
The World's Ohio special says scattering
letter.
it. One thing we know: he would not
returns from all parts of the State indicate
Blaine stated in his western speech that against hope, in an endeavor to turn the lias held sessions oi unusual interest during the
week. The ladies whose names figure most,
a Democratic
make such characters as Babcock, Boss Bradish
victory. The World bulleThe Good Templars,
Johnson, whoso sugar and spoons current before November. Hut the steadytin has a despatch from the Democratic
conspicuously are some of them warm advoShepherd and cx-Atty.-Gen. Williams his were confiscated by Neal Dow, was a courage oi the Democracy, roused by the cates for female
VVateuvu.i.e, Out. K>. 't'ho semi-annual hoadtpiarlcrs claiming(thio by 17,600 masuffrage, and unable to speak
intimates. As to the Southern question, rebel. The fact
ot
really is that Johnson was results ot Tuesday, will be more than a without introducing the topic lying nearest meeting is the (Irani! Lodge of Good jority. Franklin County -hows a Demoit would eease to be a question; an instant a staunch
Templars assembled here this morning cratic gain of 1600.
Unionist, who was obliged to match for it all. Knowing that they have their hearts, but many of the papers read were and
will continue its session tomorrow.
CoiXMlils, <),, Oct. 11
m
12:30
pacification of tho South would follow llee for his life, and whose property was only to hold their own to ensure success, as womanly as possible in the best sense of Hint IL A.
Shorey of Iiridgton is Grand Wor- Returns received up to 12 o’clock from
and
the
Xilden’s inauguration. The same
gathering commanded more re- thy Templar. Most of the morning was • >2l
tranquil confiscated by the rebel government. He they would not fail to do it. We may word,
townships and wards show a gain for
spect and roused less sneering than any femin- occupied in
repose that has followed Democratic re- has a hard lime among the rebels and the look, then, for a continuance of the light
organizing, which being done, Barns, Rep., over the vote for Covernor
ine convention hitherto on record. The presthe
o'clock, last year ot 7010; for Bell, the Democrat
meeting adjourned until
in most states up to the close of the canstoration in Virginia, Tennessee,
Georgia truly loyal. They steal his estate, his
ence of Lucrctia Mott, Julia Ward Howe and
when they assembled and listened to a relitJihj; a net Republican gain of lul l
vass.
Hut it can have but one result.
and Arkansas would be
to
Ids
the
other
and
his
A.
Livermore
wake
given
sugar,
Mary
spoons
reputation.
very different port of their Secretary, G. L. Brackett, of
i'll is includes two wauls of the city ol
disturbed Southern states, and there would
thoughts from those which cluster round Susan Bellast, He reported 20t! lodges in the Cleveland and three precincts ot HamilJohn Bull is importing American
John Bright thinks that English blood and
oyst- I’>. Anthony and Mary Walker.
State, with a membership of Hi,2sl, a gain ton Co. If the rest of the State show
no longer be an unsettled strife in Louistreasure ought not to he wasted in behalf of ers. anil likes them.
John rises up from
of 28 lodges and 2,818 members. There tho same relative
LITTLE RITODY
gain the Republican
iana, Mississippi and South Carolina to the Ottoman Empire, and that Turkey should a dozen fried
in crumbs, rubs his belly, took her turn yesterday. She
are a large number ot delegates
be left to the fate which l’rovidence' had depresent majority in the State will reach nearl\
played "having
harass us.
creed for her corruption and tyranny.
and thinks regretfully what a country ho company’’with as much dignity and grace as and the meeting bids fair to he one of un- 40,000. it, however, Cuyahoga should
As to the industrial and financial quesusual interest
John is right. Turkish sway is a dis- lost
give a total Democratic gain of 2000, as
by the stupidity of George the Third. her more liberally endowed sisters, though her
tions, we may confidently rely on Gov. grace to humanity and a blot on civilizaclaimed, and Hamilton county should give
two thousand registered guests were
hardly
'The unusual occurrence ot specie ship- also further Democratic
gains, this major"Air. Blaine evidently owes
Tilden and the Democratic congress that tion. The Russians should be allowed to
Judge Clif- noticeable amid the .87,000 who viewed the Cen- ments trom England to this
has ity will be cut down to about what it was
country
tennial
an
When
would attend him to give us a modifica- clear them out of
ford
we
consider
yesterday.
how
the
Portland
Adapology,” says
the country
Europe, at least.
been realized of late. Six hundred and last year,
generally show
tion of the tariff in the direction ot freevertiser. Probably, like many other just large a portion of Rhode Island’s population
while the cities of Cingains,
Republican
thousand
are
dollars
were
Tiie Belfast Journal calls the junior editor of
operatives in her factories, as unable to fifty
shipped for cinnati, Cleveland and Columbus show
trade ; a retrenchment of $40,000,000 in
debts, it will never be paid.
the Oracle
Balter.” What is fame? fHath
make the journey to Philadelphia as to go to New \ ork from London on
Democratic gains.
It should be borne in
Saturday.
the public expenditures; a
Oracle.
thorough over"(fen. Butler’s one virtue,” is the head- the moon, two thousand pilgrims seem a very
mind that the comparison is made with
Byron says lame
Two men who came to
hauling of the treasury bocks and a truthpercentage. At any rate the cunBrooklyn by the vote ol last year, when tho Republiing of a Portland Press leader. And yet respectable
-“is hut to till
till statement of their condition ; a restoralittle bird’s nest which Little Rhoily lias southern steamers, have died of
ning
yellow can ma jority was 5500. This is what tho
A certain portion of uncertain paper."
the Press is not habitually given to gross
built under the shadow of Hie big fence, made fever.
tion of the old* silver dollar as a legal tenRepublican Committee claim, while the
Seems to lit the case, don’t it? But the flattery.
Used gay with unlimited hunting, and Oov.
Democratic Committee claim the State
der for all debts, public and private; a
junior is really Mr. Barker.
Lippett, duly uniformed, accompanied by his
Spain continues to send troops to Cuba, by a still larger majority.
The ice dealers on the Kennebec have formed
probable postponement of the day of restaff, conducted the ceremonies very handsome- and the climate and the rebels continue to
an agreement not to sell for less than $2.50
petThe Democrats of Sumter county, South
(.Diaries Iliglit, one of the Lime Bock Uauk
sumption of specie payment, accompanied
ton.
ly.
kill them off.
robbers, was discharged from the State inisou
with a discreet and determined system of Carolina, recently nominated six white
EIRE.
If they hold on a few days longer, there
at Thomaston,
Thursday. Mis sentence was
Yes, they hail another sensation of the torrid
for seven years, and lie was committed on the
preparation for a resumption; a lighten- men and six colored men for county' of- will be no call for the article this side of
the additional Centennial awards 7th of May, 1S70. The term of sentence was
Among
out at the grounds last evening, and Lau.
order
ing of the taxes, $40,000,000, to corres- Ucers. Such intimidation is monstrous. the place that Universalists don't believe
ber’s restaurant furnished the fuel. The poor is one to the Knox Woolen Mills, Cam- shortened bv the deduction to which every convict is entitled, of five days for each mbiith of
pond to the reduced expenditures; the Send down the troops! [Boston Post.
in,
servants suffered most, losing all their personal den, tor
|
felting.
good behavior.
The

Republicans were too last in claima
ing large majority in the new state of
Colorado. The lirst despatches were sent
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farm of W. 1). Smart,
port. and loaded into the
cart two of his fat i
1 e n ihtyralhd in a friend]; way at Mial
smut s p ace, and
gpropriat d an aM* and a pair
t

well

as

■

''ho*

John Ca-r a!>o received their attentions
'■•nut of a. I.uHalo robe worth $!./. At the
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et-eoi
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>arj‘*nt

tiiev sweetened the expe-

five
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pound- of honey and the
‘<*ur-e t nere was conjecture
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‘iiitaimng ii.
dong I *• l:u- of this rn-i.
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to the thie\
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c if.

es.

Frank i'. Lane--

-Truck tlo right trail, and
iog the resiih .ice o', our aew citizens, found
the property -shoes, axe, carcass of the
1

and under the floor tiie head thereof with
mark upon it.

ar

•ei

wool

The

pelts

found

were

factory, having lirst been sold at the
Large--. ! he robe wa>

nt Alexander Sc
I iii

team

n

in Monroe.

All tie- articles

were
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-d
t1'e
win ;.-.
()n Friday the parties
arra.gned b-.-foie the Police Court, ])led not
by, ti.« cee \va continued to Monday, and the
ii-oiier- went, to jail.
On Monday they waived exaiiitation. and made no defence. Officer Fames

'at

-tiiied that

hep

parties confessed to him the
!ing. Judge Johnson lined them
ach for sheep stealing, and $J.oo each for
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of the
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of the axe and shoes.
The value of the
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bull
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closes

little interest

very small showing of
Randall Ellis of Belfast;

Harding of Waldo, and

cows

and

sheep.

*uing th»* small exhibit of stock
kl ‘I

coin-

very favorable,
below the aver-

was

Monday was
day, and but

bull by ,J.

tir*-

1

others

and Farrabec have been be*

-uimenceinent
*11

1

Muph-s got bail—the

twenty-ninth annual exhibition

*'

attendance
■

1

the Su*

County Agricultural Society
Park on Monday afternoon and

alterm-.m.
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to answer at

Court before for other olfelices.

the

*“

held

were

court.

iit to

1

they

On

inquiry

a

Granger

a
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re-

“it wasn't much inducement for a farmer
the trouble ami
expense of bringing a large

of cattle on tin* grounds for a premium of
fairs,” said he, “run all to horse trots.” The
l;l.v “f produce inside the building was small, but
tia quality. Mammoth beets, cabbages, pota''"
l*1' were
displayed. .1. L. Twitchell, of Mont!l made the
largest and best show, exhibiting one
'i -'li
that weighed TV,:’, pounds. There were a few
•|“ iinens of needle work in the ladies
department*
>>

made.

The

intelligence has been received
Liverpool of Capt. 11. L.

er

l,l!‘

faithfulness and

integrity,

lie

native of Thomaston.

Excursion

for

Castora is a perfect substitute for Castor
Oil, without any of its objections, for it is pleasant to take, and docs not nauseate or gripe.

tanning implement.',

but

on

the

Mothers-in-iitiw.

From tie* New York Herald of

Sunday.]
For several days past there have been
n circulation tickets bearing the startling
(leading, “Go to llell Gate on Sunday
INTii.
Grand dynanext, September
mite and I’itro-glyeerine excursion.
No
return tickets necessary.
Mothers-in-law
free! N 1! The steamer, with the usual
enterprise of her owners, will go nearer
the blast than any other boat, her anchorage being directly over the excavation.”
It is said that the idea originated with a
few newly married young men, and the
demand for tickets was such as to startle
even the most sanguine ol its
projectors,
the entire, lot being sold in a single day,
and fabulous prices
being offered lor them
by youths who have recently married into
New ^ ork lamilies. Application was made
to General Newton to permit the vessel to
pass within his lines, and although that
gentleman was not personally in sympathy with the object of the excursion, lie
gave the desired permission. The tickets
were printed upon embossed paper and
bore within a wreath at the top the motto, "Hit Him Again !” Altogether they
were very tasteful and attractive.
About
1000 ot them were distributed and not
one-tenth of the demand was supplied.
Much to the surprise of the enthusiastic
young men, many ol the ladies refused to
go at all, and those who did not refuse received the tickets very coolly. Fora time
it looked as though the affair would be a
failure, until one of the V. N'. M. M. suggested to his wile's maternal relative that
after all he thought she should not go, as
the excitement might prove injurious to
elderly people. That settled it. The lady
remarked that “she generally ruled her
own affairs, and was not aware that she
was in need ot sympathy.”
She immediarely announced to the other matrons of
her acquaintance that she was going to
manage the craft, whereupon every wife’s
mother of them declared that none but she
knew how to handle it, and the controversy is still in progress. The young men
spent last night in prayer that the weather
would not be such as to prevent the success of the excursion, and that the invited
ladies may not determine to stay at home.

show. The committe e on sheep awarded the
premium to Elijah Morrill of Belfast, second
,n‘u,u
Daniel Toothaker of Belfast. First pro*
,niuui *n lambs awarded to I. H.
Reynolds of Brooks
'■'Jud premium to Daniel Toothaker of Belfast.
1
d premium on
buck awarded to I. II. Reynolds
p

M

brooks,
1 he
bt

'hrin

and second to ,J. L.

Twitchell of Mont.

following premiums were awarded on caton working
oxen, F. W. Berry, Belfast;

Cunningham,

2d

Lee

whole rather

'mail

two year old heifer; A.
'' *^'s»
Belfast, 1st on Jersey bull; .J. G. Harding,
1 ‘>n Dutch
bull; Wm. N. Hull, Belfast, 1st on fat
*‘•11 and
cows, I), a. Wadlin, Xortbport, 2d on
on

milch cow and 2d on stock cattle and two
year old
heifer. The second
day was devoted to the examinol horses, the election of officers and a
trot.
ation
I!,«- third
day was for a test of draft horses and
oxen UU(11*
sweepstakes trot in the afternoon. There
"ere some
good trotters on the ground, but we are
unable to give the result of the
race, as it is being
trotted as we go to press.

ordered Bowels of

Children,

There need be no

BOSTON

Having Just Returned from

memoranda.
The number of vessels belonging to, or bound to
from ports in the United States, reported
totally
lost during the month of September last, is 39. Following is the list, of those hailing from this State :
Svlirs. L. Standish, of Pembroke, wrecked; Lottie, of Calais, wrecked ; Lalla Rookh, of Swan’s Island, wrecked; Israel Snow’, of Rock land, wrecked;
Leocadia, of Portland, sunk by collision; Azelda &
Laura, of Georgetown, wrecked; brig Faustina, of
Stockton, foundered.
'liie brig Silas N. Marlin, of Oastine, is
being
thoroughly renamed at ,1. W. Dresser’s yard, at that

Liniment is used.

j

it is the most efIt is harmless, it

EXCURSION

OF THE SEASON!
Portland, Oct. 1\) li,

A. M., v ia,
Boston and Maim- IP IP and Fall IPvor Bines.
Tiekits to Portland and return it reduced rates, to
conin et with the excursions, ,v i 11 be sold at ail
points on the line of the Bangor and Mad iasSteam
boat Company, Crand Trunk IP P and Pori land and
< >gdeiisburg IP IP
l or particulars address,

JBAVIXCi

nt

PRICE CURRENT.
Weekly for the .Journal
Py C. If. Sargknt, No. 8 Main Street

There arc two kinds,
Tiie White Centaur Liniment is for family use,
the Yellow for horses ami animals. One trial
will convince the incredulous.

absolutely cured.

No Failure Known !
There is no case on record where Dr. Morris’ Syrup of Tar, Wild Cherry and Horeiiound
has failed to give satisfaation. On the other
hand .wherever it has been used by our people, in severe whooping-cough, and consumption. they are enthusiastic in its praise. Containing no opium or other dangerous drug, it
does not constipate, and is sate to administer
in all conditions of health. This is an important announcement, and the guttering are advised to heed it. Trial six ■», in cts.; 'urge sizes,
do cts. and One Dollar. Sold by \V. O. Boor
A Son, sole agents for Belfast, A. J. Jordan
agent for Orland. it. B. Stover, agent for Bncksport. Also agents for Prof. Parker’s Pleasant
Worm Syrup, which is sure death to worms,
pleasant to take, ami requires no physic.
Price 2d cents. Trv it.
To Southern and Western travelers to the
Centennial who intend visiting New York will
lind the Grand Union Hotel, opposite the
Grand Central Depot, one of the best Hotels
in New York to stop at. It is so near the depot that the traveler is spared all annoyance
and expense of carriage, baggage and expressage. hire, while its location is such that street
car and stage lines radiate from this point to
all parts of the city, it has elegantly furnished
rooms, has all tin- latest improvements, and is
run on tin* European plan.
Travelers visiting
New' York, or on their way to or from the
will
lind
this
hotel par excelCENTENNIAL,
lence iu every respect. It is under the management of G. F. & W. I). Garrison, and lias
become one of the most popular Hotels in the
1 yr
city of New York.

Yourself.

lead miserable lives, sull'cring
rum dyspepsia, a discorded stomach and liver,
producing biliousness, heartburn, costiveness,
weakness, irregular appetite, low spirits, raising food after eating and often ending in fatal
ittacks of fever. They know they are sick,
yet get little sympathy. The unfailing remedy,
which is yearly restoring thousands, is DaOosta\s Kadieal Cure sold by W. O. Poor & Son,
sole agents for Belfast. A. J. Jordan, agent
for Orland. B. B. Stover, agent for BuoksThousands

port.

A 23e. bottle will convince you of its merits.
Don’t
delay another hour after reading this,
hut go and get a bottle, and your relief is as
certain as you live. Will you do it, or will you
continue to suffer? Think for yourself.
Prol'esser Parker’s Pleasant Worm Syrup is
perfectly safe and extremely palatable. No
physic required. Costs 23 cents. Try it.
Consumption Can he Cured.
Sunenck’s Pulmonic Syrup,
•Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic,
SCHENCK’S MaMDKAKIS PILLS,
Are the only medicines that will cure Pul-

Consumption.
Frequently medicines

monary

that will stop

a

cough

will occasion the death of the patient; they lock
tip the liver, stop the circulation of the blood,

IMSIt-ES?

We have

Rye

l'otatoes,

Apples
Dried Apples
Bui ter
Cheese

Eggs

So.OOaK .00Corned Peef
(Mil. o Mutton
70 Lamb
1.00 Turkey
00 a oo Chicken
(■:, Fowl
4J lieese
sU.40al.oo Duck
;.0a *') Hay
$
~ju7-» Straw
Uaoo Washed Wool
,‘oa : l a washed
14 Hides
Calf Skins
Lamb
14 Hard Wood
loair Soft
NalO Shorts per et.
: Lime
Pu7 lint ter Salt
4 1
Plaster

Ami

Plaid Dress Goods! DINSMORE & SONS
LiXK

OUlt

Of

O

BLACK GOODS
Cannot be ,Surpassed, viz

REMNANT

at

•’

Round Hog
l’ork Backs
Lard
Beef
Veal
Dry Cod
l’ollock

1 La

flic low

LL
la 5
10
Li.’aro
£;>.00a5..'»O
Si.Loyad.50
S’ 1
00
‘S>
f l.LOaO.CO

M A11 111 ED
la this city, Oct. 7111, by lb'. .1. A. Ross, Mr.
Charles O. Hunter of Boston, and .Miss Olive M.
Hammond of Belfast.
in Belmont, Oct. 1st, ! v Samuel Fletcher, Fsq.,
Mr. Kben S. Flagg ol‘ California, and Miss Oeorgiu
A. .Meatier of Belmont.
In Cushing,
Sejit. .'»Uih, bv .1. K Malcolm, Fs...,
31 r. Jowell F. Smith, ot Friendship, and .Miss Hattie .1. Becket of < ashing.
In Penobscot, Sept. 2>th, Mr. Henry \V. Lowell
and Miss Ida Bell Fcach, i.»oth of Penobscot.
In CastiueOet. 1st. Alphonzo Curtis and Lilly M.
Webster, both ot Penobscot.

i; i

ED.

SHIP
PORT

NEWS,

OF

BELFAST.

lif-sJ Wills.

Beavers

for New York.
Oct. 7th, brig Gambia, Harding, Sagua; schs Welaka, Perkins, Baltimore; James Holmes, Ryder,
New York; Sea Flower, Kuowlton, Boston; Alnomnk, Clark, Rockland.
Oct. Uth, sclir Massachusetts, Kinister, Vineyard

Boots i

their

Shape!

a

1 N C I

IX EVERY STYLE.

^-

:

—wnx

Sons

Boys'

Thick Boots!
At

a

Linen &

—

Paper.

l.< >W lilt PItrCK than any other <lioe
Store in the State.

Cxo and See if

They

Wont!

For (ienthmen*>

they always keep tho

l

1) 1 X

<

wear

very

1

Styles,

give you a pertVetly easy fitting
Pont nr Shoe, and at the same linn:
can

Meek Tie9
all Colors, Collars and Cuff>,
Handkerchiefs and Gloves.

have it look and

LOW

Best

Quality.
Cannot be Beat!
PRICES,

In HOOTS ;m<l SIinRS. g<» to

LINK OF

LAKCJF.

Hosiery

Ho L. LORD,

Suns'.

Ditismore &

!

&c.

&c.,

&c.,

Till-;

Styles.

Latest

UMBRELLAS!

;3-

WEAR ! LOWEST
CLICKS.

UNDER

weP.

wear

10

No.

Main Btroet, Belfast.

Q nOn Uutteriek’3 Patterns
v>,UUU togues free to all.

m =j

receiv ed.

J

Block

Williamson

atu-

STOGA

MEN'S

H. H. JOHNSON & CO.
Belfast, < k’tober M. 1*T«..

BOOTS

I N

ti l t

HEAVY CALF. KIP. & COWHIDE

Shawls’

At James W. Clark's

Our Stock of the above is Very Large
and Attractive.

Goods!

Millinery

-7: o:7'-

I

-A

Assortment of

flannels, Blankets, Repellanis,
Overcoatings

A Choice Stock of Fish tor Full umi Whiter Trade, just received m

Collins* Market,
.b-IiglT Street..

Ever shown

in tin* city, and we are Selling them
cheaper than they were oversold.

\\ L E AC II E i>
-A X D—

Brown Cotton Prints
-AND THOSE-

('.ast-ment of old

Telegraph Iluilding.

Mackerel cf ail grades, by tfie Bb!., Half
Bid. or Kit.
Hilibut’s Heads, Fins and Napes.
Smoked Halibut, Salmon &. Herring.
Prepared Cod and Cheeks.
Tongues and Sounds.
Dry Cod and Pollock.
Has

jusc received

the 1 irst Lot of tie*

season

Ex-

Low Prices.

®

r7“]

S&

AlUFP please call nn l examine
I J The be-t assortment in tin* city.

|

our

Full Stock.

Straw, Felt Hats and Bonnots in every
Ribbons, Feathers, Flowers,
Style.
Wings, Velvets, Plain arnd Corded
Silks

in

New (io»‘P received
sold at Low Prices at

rverv

Boat, which will be

AND

WHOLESALE

RETAIL.

IP IP JOHNSON
l\i-.
tfll

Belfast, October.;,

*
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E. C. HILTON,
AM)

-A t—

OYSTERS A CLAMS H specialty.
of town furnished at liberal rates.

Parties

GEO. W. BURKETT 3 & CO.

Boys’

MADE

READY

WILL l;i:oN LMIIBITION T’o-MOKROW
aflonis,

IN

DEALER

Youths'

Men's

Fall Cloaks!

Tailor,

Merchant

CO.

season

All the varieties ol fresh lish the
always on lmnd.

^

s

^

all Colors.

of

Kippered Herring.

!

v

?■

w

■

Yarmouth Bloaters and

KNICKERBOCKERS!

—

H. JOHNSON & CO.

H.

Finnan Haddies.

at

HO T II

•Iinoslv

AXE SILKS.

immensely LARGE STOCK

Collars & Cufts!

SELL—

FOK

E AS KET (Turns

tremely

HOSIERS I

—

Cloakings.

•

;0

Dinsmore &

1 INK LINK OK

Ladies' and Children's

EE EE ELY. CLOT HE,

an

FINE MM WEAR!

Large Assortment of

ALSO A

lUtAC'OE'ETE,

We have

OF-

—CONSISTING

Neck Ties!

and O-irls

Silk and Worsted Fringes, latest
and

EEII. I/A XTIMES,

Cassimeres and

GOODS !

it' :il! Kinds, id LOWEST PRICES.

.S',

CLOTHING!

out

Ladies. Gents and Children

s

Trains now leave Belfast, ut s.io A M. Brook8.4r.
Thorndike
Unity '.>.50. Arriving at
P.urnhain 0.55 A. 3!.
Leave Belfast ut .’15 p. M. Brooks 5.50. Thorndike 4.12.
Unity 4.2s. Arriving ut Burnham at
Burnham at 5.0U P. M.

SMALL WARES.
W< keep a complete assortment of these goods
in LACE ami SILK TIES, COLLARS and
CUFFS, H OK I’S HOSIERY, CLOVES
LACE K1KHNGS, TRIMMINGS,
FRINGES, G .MPS, RIIUJONS,
CORD and TASSELS ami
PATTONS, and a thousand and one things
belonging to this

RETURNING,
Leave Burnham at 10.loA.M- Unity 10.4»». Thorndike 10.55. Brooks 11.2'' A. M. Arrive at Belfast
12.10 P. M.
Leave Burnham at 5.20 P. M. Unity 5.42. Thorndike 5.52. Brooks (».is. Arrive nt Belfast 0 50 P.M.
These Trains Connect at Burnham with Portland,
Boston and Bangor Trains.
October 0, 1870.

FRANK

department.

Please call and examine our STOCK before purchasing, and if ECONOMY is any object to you thes£
hard times, you will be WORKING FOR YOL K
OWN INTERESTS by buying your Goods at

25

lr.tf

PICKED

West don’t
BASKETS and LUNCHES
at short notice.

Mortgagees

tail

to

call.

LUNCH

furnished for Travellers
tfl5

ON

Subscriber hereby gives public notice, that
claims the following discribed real estate
situate in Prospect, in the County of Waldo, viz:
Beginning at a stake and stones in the south-east
corner of land occupied by G. W. Pendleton ; thence
northerly 170 rods to a stake and stones; thence
easterly 158 rods to a stake and stones; thence south,
erly 84 1-2 rows to a stake and stones is, east line of
the Littlefield lot; thence westerly 78 rods to a stake
in the corner of a wall; thence southerly 85 rods to
a stake and stones; thence westerly by hind of Elijah
Lane 80 rods to the place of beginning, containing
151 acres more or less, by virtue of a Mortgage Deed
from Lyman Curtis and Daniel D. Webster to him,
dated May 15, 1874, and recorded in the Registry of
Deeds for Waldo County, Book 105, Page 51. That
the condition of said mortgage has been and now is
broken, by reason whereof lie claims a foreclosure

hemorrhage follows, and in fact, they clog the
action of the very organs that caused the cough. Haven for orders.
Oct. 10th, schr Ocean Queen, Parker, Bangor.
Liver Complaint and Dyspepsia are the
Oct. lltli, schr Caro Belle, Barbour, Ellsworth.
causes of two-thirds of the cases of Consumption. Many persons complain of a dull pain in
DOMESTIC PORTS.
the side, constipation, coated tongue, pain in
Ar at
Oct 1st, schr Iona, Coombs,
the shoulder-blade, feelings of drowsiness and DelawarePortsmouth,
—A N D—
City.
CHARLES KINGSBURY.
of the same.
restlessness, the food lying heavily on the stomAr at New York, Oct 3d, schr Olive Avery, TapBy X. H. IIi'.usAisn, his Attorney.
ach, accompanied with acidity or belching up per, Rockland; 5th, bark Escort, Carver. Manila;
:nvl3
Dated October 7,ld-fi.
of wind.
titli, brig I W Parker, Brackett, Sydney, C B; Hth,
These symptoms usually originate from a sclirs Eveline,White, Jacksonville; '1' H Livingston,
.1
French
do.
G
Drew,
McDonald,do;
disordered condition of the stomach or a torpid
Sid from do, 5th, bark II D Stover, Pierce, Cien- Just returned irom Boston, solicit the atliver.
Persons so affected, if they take one or two fuegos.
tention of their friends and customers
Ar at Philadelphia, Oct Rh, schr Walter F Parker,
heavy colds, and if the cough in these cases be Duniels, Portsmouth.
to their full lino of
Sid from Port Royal, S. C, Oet 3d, schr Ralph
suddenly checked, will find the stomach and
Just Published, in a Sealed Envelope. Price six cents
liver clogged, remaining torpid and inactive, Howes, Burgess, Darien, Ga.
Ar at Darien, Ga, Sept 27th, schr Charley Bucki,
and almost before they are aware the lungs are
A Leclure on the Mature,
y*eiOfm
Charleston.
Foss,
a mass of sores, and ulcerated, the result of
Treatment, and Radical cure of Semi
at Pascagoula, Sept 2Sth, brig Lizabel, Watson,
Ar
>nil
is
death.
which
Weakness, or Spermatorrhoea, inJa.
*lB*mM*^ duced by Self-Abuse, Involuntary EmSchenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant Kingston,
Sid from do, 30th ult., schr Jennie B Gilkey,
issions, Impotency, Nervous Debility, and Impediwhich does not contain opium or anything cal- Wheeler, Galveston.
ments to Marriage generally ; Consumption, Epilepculated to check a cough suddenly.
Ar at Galveston, Oct 1st, schr F E McDonald,
sy, and Fits; Mental anil Physical Incapacity, &c\—
Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic dissolves the food, McDonald, Kane, Boston.
of
liy ROBERT J. CULYERWKLL. M. lb, author of
And
the
services
having engaged
Ar at San Francisco, Oct 5th, ship Cuba, Theobold,
mixes with the gastric juices of the stomach,
the “(Ireen Book,” &c.
aids digestion, and creates a ravenous appetite. Liverpool, 100 days.
The world-renowned author, in this admirable
Lecture, clearly proves from his own experience
When the bowels are costive, skin sallow, or
FOREIGN PORTS.
that the awful consequences of Self-Abuse may be
the symptoms otherwise of a bilious tendency,
Ar at Liverpool, Oct 5th, ship Clarissa B Carver,
effectually removed without medicine, aud without
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills arc required.
For the coming season, we promise our dangerous surgical operations, bougies, instruments,
Dow, Searsport.
These medicines are prepared only by
Sid from do, 3d inst, ship Sontagg, Herriman,
rings, or cordials; pointing out a mode of cure at
wqrk in FIRST CLASS STYLE
J. II. Schenck & Son.
once certain and effectual, by which
Hampton Roads.
every sufferer,
N. E. corner Sixth and Arch Sts. Phila.
Shi from Havre, Sept 30tli, ship A S Davis, Ford,
no matter what his condition mav be, may cure himUnited States, probably some southern cotton port.
self cheaply, privately and
And are for sale by all druggists and dealers.
radically.
as
Cld from Havana, Sept 25th, schr Five Sisters,
ifeirThis Lecture will prove a boon to thousands
4w 14
and thousands.
Cates, Sagua.
It is an interesting fact that nature has proAt Bombay, Sept 1st, ship Cora, Coombs, for CalSent, under seal, in a plain envelope, to nny advided her own healing remedies—no one of cutta.
dress, on receipt of six cents or two postage stamps.
Ladies
Call upon Us.
Ar at Manila, Aug 12th, ship Antelope, Cheney,
Address,
which has so wide a reputation as tar. “Forest
Tar” is simply a pure preparation of tar for the Cardiff.
No. 11 Ivlain Street.
THE CULVERWELL MEDICAL CO.,
Ar at Hong Kong, Sept Hth, ship Alice Buck,
4wlS
and
Catarrh.
Throat, Lungs
15ti
Herritnan for San Francisco.
41 Ann St., New York; i* o. Box, 4586.

SOUTHWORTH,

f

MISS HAYES,

Making
please

Usual

at

CLARK’S

art*

DENCE RIVER NATIVES AND PLANES lilimi t
the shell by the bushel or burro!.

—

IN

THE

anil

Boot

SHOE STORE!

—

Shoe

Mile

At James W. Clark’s

James W. Clark’s-

Something

the

Latest

For Fait and Winter Wear.

BOOTS & SHOES
At

all

Embracing

STYLES

NOTHING BUT THE BEST

Notice.

rpilE
X. he

UP.

Received

selling larg* PROVIDENCE RIVERS
peryallon,solid.
daily, at
VIRGINIAS at the lowest l-rices. Also, PROVIWe

OTHER-

People going

Just

Goods

fr< -!i from their bmls

o:-

MONDAY OFF SEAR’S ISLAND, A LAP
streaked boat. The owner can have the same
by proving property and paving charges. Call on
W. T. COCHRAN.
Sears Island, Cct. 10, isro.—15

Dress

19 Commercial Street, Boston.

Refreshments at all Hours.

Me.

P

OYSTERS,

New

Depot.)

OYSTERS
-AND

No. 54 Main St.
i At th OKI Stand ot 11 ei\sey ft Woodard.;
The reports of fashions reirularly received and
for .'ale here.
1-'
l:;tt
Belfast, Sept.

PROVIDENCE RIVER />ND VIRGINIA

MILLER,
Alban

ATWOOD,

Wholesale ]>eutei> and Planters i.

Albany Street, Boston. Mass,,
(Opposite

T. W. PITCHER & CO.,
Belfast,

& R.

Maine Central Railroad.

Of these goods we have i\ LARUE LOT in evt ry
Size and (quality, and oar prizes we honestl)
believe will average LOWER than 11«•
same goods can he bought in any
other store in the place.

81 Main Street,

FRANK COLLINS.
tfli

Belfast, Oct. 4. 1S70.

Fannie & Edith, Bartlett, Boston;
4th,
Harniona, Ryder, do; Gen. Meade, 1‘eachey, do,
Ida May. Hopkins, Bucksport.
O O RSETSI
Oct. <>th, brig Gambia, Harding, Machias lbrSaguu ;
We have a LARGE line of these goods, and nearly
schr Malabar, Welsh, Boston.
style manufactured, which we can sell
every
Oct. Oth, schs E S Wilson, Patterson, Hurricane j
you CHEAPER than you can Huy.
Island: Amazon, Bates, Bangor.
Oct. 8th. sclir Annie L McKeen, :.m, McKeen, Bos-

Cameo, Cunningham, Bangor.
SAILED.
Oct. 4th, schr. Banner, Patterslmll, Bangor.
schs
Oct. 0th,
Hattie, Gilchrist, Bucksville, S C.
(not as previously reported); Rio, Coombs, Boston,
Lillian, Ryan, do; A. W. Lllis, Ferguson, Jacksonville; Fannie & Edith, Bartlett, City Point, to load

Knl ‘Button

Boys

J

FANCY GOODS

AT

A LEA f 'A

schs.

ton, to repair.
Oct. uth, schs Caro Belle, Barbour, Ellsworth; Leo,
Emmett, Isle uu Hunt; Martha Emma, Burgess,
Carver’s Harbor; E<pial, Smith, Rockland; Ocean
Queen, Parker, Gloucester; Billow, Heath, Rockland.
Oct. loth, schs Maggie Bell, Hall, New York;

Y ork

IVEen’s and.
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I

French

<

A LECTURE

sentenced to be shot to death Jan.
20, 1877.

1ST ew

School Boots

in all Coiors very Low!
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FURNISHING

Trimming Braids, Buttons,

ash me m:

MISS

was

Than have

BiacM €£o©ds !

We have the
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of

MY STOCK
—

Keep
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Ladies you should not miss the opportunity to
come in and see our splendid assortment of
.New and Desirable DRESS HOODS for
Fall and Winter wear. Keautiful
Patterns, Croat Varietv and selling VERY LOW*

Obituary not ices, beyond tile mite, A'ante (rod Aye
must be yaid for. J
In this city, Oct. Mb. Mrs. Polly Walker, aged a*)

years and s months. .Mrs. Walker was one of our
oldest citizens. A kind mother and Christian woman, and her loss will be deeply felt among her
friends and acquaintances. She was the mother of
sixteen children.
At sea, 21st ult., Mr. i
McFarland, first otlicer of
barque Mary C. Hale, of Kllsworth, aged 52 years.
In Rockland, Oct, 2d, Mrs. Frances J., wife ol Isaac C. Abbott, aged 55 years and 2 months.
In Rockland. Oct, 2d, Miss f.izzie S. Crowell, aged
about. 1> years.
In Rockland, Sept. 28th, Pelentia, daughter ol
John and Hannah Odiorne, aged 11) years.
In Rocklaml. Oct. 1st, Herbert Burns, son of .Maria Stover, aged 10 months and lo days.
In Hancock, Oct. 1st, Mr. William McFarland,
aged s> years.
In Trenton, Oct, 2d, Annie F. March, youngest
daughter of Byron F. and Sarah F. March, aged 5
years, 11 months and 28 days.

H -,

Some New Styles Just Received for
Winter Wear, which are Handsome—
Waterproof—will not rip, and will

..

l.'al.i
OOa 00
10.00a H. 00
£0.ouaT.0o

-

Foe Ladies, always on hand, and for which
they arc the only Agents in Belfast.
j
They are the le st Fitting Loo s in the World. i

Ni'MT were Cheaper than they are to-day. Call
and examine before purchasing elsewhere.

Bress Hocsds!

s
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LOWER PRICES

Itlk. C rtsSlllKTIL
Itlk. AijwlMM,
itik. ItrHIiaiBthiis
Itlk. Mohair,
Itlk. Silk.
and Taniisr.i
r*T 4 1/ \ Pieces of Print-s just reccivt-ii
9
f ost pricc-s. Also :i lot of

Jk.

-

And whicli they will SELL at

Y
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TAM! EE,
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I lM

Splendid Lot.
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llnvo Hist put in ail Immensely LARGE
STOCK, which they bought direct from
the mumifaeturers for
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'Vvr e igh. t

OVERCOATINGS

bargains

WE

bav.- been bought late in tin season and
bought lor CASH at a great reduction in prices,
and they are now ottering their ENTIRE
STOCK at figures so low.thut the closest
buyers cannot help having and go

<
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Which

link
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LEAST MONEY.

great'
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they

FOR THE
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AWAY WELL

have at last found out where
can buy the

Best Boots & Shoes OVERCOATINGS

PRICES THAT WILL SUIT ALL.

IN

people

The

New & fashionable Colors!
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Styles of SUITIN'! IS.
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IX ALL THE-
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Stock
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from

received their BAPcp
and Winter

defy Competition.

Full Line ol'
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Bleached lUnbleachedCottons j
Nave just

that will

DIHIE S SHIS'.

Portland, Me.

MRS. RICHARDS

Sentenced to bo Shot.

William Hunter, of Bristol, lacks only a few
months of being one hundred years old, and retains bis faculties to a remarkable degree.

pain where Cen-

Flour
Corn
Corn Meal
Rye Meal

healed without a scar. Rheumatism, Sprains,
and most llesh, hone and muscle ailments can

for

I have Just Received a Better
Variety than usual, of the
above Goods, at prices
IS CONTINUALLY IN PROGRESS AT

D. H. YOUNG,

lw5

MOJIA/HS,

Corrected

Oats
Beans

Think

LOWEST

port.
Hlip Eliza McNeil, Mills, from Now York for San

!• rancisco, went ashore on the east side of Gedm.Vs
-laml, 5th inst., but came off next tide with slight
carnages, and proceeded to sea.
Selu'. Ruth Darling has been taken on the
railway
at Ruck-port, and coppered.
1-aim hkd. -At Dainariscotta, Oth inst.,
-hip
Josephus, H7U tons, partially owned by Capt. Win.
A. Rogers, of Searsport, w ho will command her. At
Path, 5th ints., bark Fred Littletield, 1000 tons. At
Freeport, same date, -hip Sam Joaquin, atiout 1000
toils.
Brig Mary C. liosevelt, oi Richmond, from Savannah lor Satilla River, returned to Tybee, 5th
inst.,
with the Captain sick, and he died there on the
8th,
as a late
dispatch state?.
Schr. Xirnena, of Machias, went ashore on Lark’s
lodge, olf Thomaston, 1-t i-.i-t., but was got. off
without serious damage.
Advices from Maderia to Sept 37, state that the Pr
schr Emma E Potter has landed there the
captain
and crew of the American brig Faustina, Connauton,
from Penarth Sept 3 for Havana, which foundered
v'<
The Faustina hailed from Stockton.
pt I:;.
Prig Fidelia, at Dublin from Bangor, Oct 5, reports
the loss of deckload and one man overboard.
Sch Thomas Sinnickson. from
Georgetown, I) (’,
in coming into dock at
Newport, 5th inst, collided
wit’n schr Napoleon, of Bangor, but did little damaga.
."'Ohr War Steed Tor Saco and the lishing schooner
Light of Home, came in collision in Newport harbor
on the 8th. and the lbvmer lost
jib boom, with the
rigging attached, but nroceeded after making temporary repairs.
I kki<;ht.s.
Foreign ireighting has improved bur
little, though there is reported to be a scarcity of
ready tonnage in New York and Philadelphia. Do.
mestic coal irmghts remain lirm $1.bo is now paid,
New York to Poston. No important charters of
Belfast vtssels have been made during the week.

GOODS !

-O F-

the very

Also

BELFAST

Barley

!>

Western Markets, are prepared to Soil Goods at

or

Fall and Winter

IMMENSE SALE

Havre.

MARKET.

M ON D A A Oct. 0.
PIITEH— Tall made New A ark and Vermont
butter ranges koakw. Straight dairies range from
24u27c; choice dairy packed Western sells readily at
2<>a2-e, repacked Western at H>a2kc.
CHEESE—Prices for good factory range from
11a 12c. and line do from 12aIke.
Etpis—The market is lirni, but the demand is
moderate at 2ku24r per doz for Northern and Eastern.
PLANS—Mediums are quoted at $! kbal bo for
old and new, and choice new pea beans sell at $2
32 1-2 per bush.
POTATOES—Prices range from OSatikc for common and poor Jacksons and other white varieties,
and 70a7b per bush for Early Hose.
f ill IT—Apples remain dull, and the market is
quiet at tlal.bo for fair to good fruit, and *2 uo per
bid. for fancy lots.
HAY ANDSTHAW-We quote prime coarse bay
at ij-.10.UOa20.0o per ton; medium do at $ l8.O0ub.uju;
line do at $ld.O0ul7.hU. Straw at £2k.O0a24.U0 per tmi.

Burns and Scalds art*

taur

Salt Lake, Oet. 10. At Beaver to-day
Judge Boreman passed sentence upon Jno.
]). Lee, for participation in the Mountain
Meadow massacre 19 years ago. In doing
so he called attention to the
atrocity of the
crime, and the inability heretofore ot the
authorities to procure evidence; that the
conspiracy to murder was widespread;
that Lee was finally offered up as a sacrifice to popular indignation, but that others
equally guilty might hereafter expect
punishment. The prisoner having the
right under the laws of the Territory to
choose death by hanging, shooting or beheading, aud having chosen to bo shot

!■'

Nichols,

v

For Costiveness at any age, but especially for
Sour Stomach, Wind Colic, Worms and Dis-

1

"in'

1-2 cts. per lb. live weight. There were but a few
Northern or Eastern Cattle brought in this we< k.
Working Oxen—Not u large .-upplv in Marki t, a
few pairs each w eek being ail the market requires
at present.
< die pair
girth 7 It k in, live weight kkon lbs, $1 to;
1 pair girth d ft ('• inches, liv e weight
lbs, S 1".'»,
1 pair girth 0 ft
inches, li\ e weight 280'.* ll><, s l\‘f,,
Store Cattle—Yearlings, £11 to$H',; two year olds,
£11 to 5?2.' three year olds, S--- to sib per head.
Prices upon small Cattle depend upon their value
tor Peef. Put few stop s at e otlered in market ier
sale.
Milch Cows —Extra sbba'.'b; ordinary ^Jaado per
head. Most of the Cows that are otlered in market
for sale are of a common grade. Prices do not
vary much from week to week.
Sheep and Lambs—The supply from the West for
the week has been light, all owned by butchers.
There was a fair supply of Northern Sheep and
Lambs in market, for w hich the trade was a little
more active than it was one week ago, prices ranging from 1 to i.c per lb.
Swim-—St,ire l'ig-', wholesale mm 1-2’uo, retail S 1-2
0 l-2c.
Eat Hog-, 12,700 at market; prices 7a7 1 toper lb.

belated citizen, from whom a policeman
was trying to rescue a lamp-post a few mornings ago, violently resisted the endeavor, exclaiming: “Lemme ’lone: Fin (hie) hold'n’ th*
fort.'*

and rul-

(’apt. G. was well known to all
ship-masters frequenting that
port, and was highly esteemed for his in-

going, but go at once.”
some way connected with Lafayette
one;.'me n -ident of liellast, and tiiey

;

were

Amciicaii

of their

r

kinds

Chapped Hands. Salt Rheum, Skin Diseases,
the Toilet and bath.

\

six hundred

Nearly

chants.

.Nobody

had any objection ; indeed there
gem ral acquiescence in the move
it wmv, that 111e\ should “stand

i"'.vn
'"i

out

or

at

Gilchrist of the linn of U L. Gilchrist A
Co., ship brokers and commission mer-

recently had to the population of
Wiki mi Staples. Isaac Staples and Lconibee, hitherto resident at .Sandy Point,
were mo-,

Agricultural Fair,

Healing Indolent Sores, Ulcers, Cuts, burns,
and fur Piles.

A thirty-two page pamphlet, containing a
treatise on Iron as a medical agent and other
valuable papers, testimonials from distinguished physicians, clergymen, and others, will be
sent free to any address.
Seth W. Fowi.es A Sons, Proprietors, Boston. Mass.

fective remedy in existence.
i" reliable, and it is cheap.

of the death at
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danger.

prehending so much excellence,
ing out trotting and jockey ism.
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and

handiwor;.. Our triends in Knox are entitled to credit for getting up 21 fair com-

hod, and buried in the back
thus particular in noting Jack’s do
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display of horses, cattle, limit, Ac., was
remarkably line. The ladies department
was specially attractive, showing many
excellent and ingenious specimens of

Smulay

on

being ruled

entries of varioti

Alien French

ToumlPuid doand
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■

aiuoa h

p.d-.uier

owners

or

From Abram Mead. Esq., of Littleton, Mass.
i have for several years sutfered severely
with Dyspepsia, accompanied by weakness and
nervous irritability, which made life a burden
to me.
Nothing but the simplest nutriment
could remain in the stomach without pain.
Sourness and windy evacuation'-, uncomfortable feelings in the head, bad taste in the mouth,
catarrhal symptoms, inactivity of the liver and
boweis. piles, general debility, and a nervous
state of extreme susceptibility, made up a diseased condition rebellious to ordinary medical
treatment. By the advice of an eminent physician of Boston. I commenced taking Peruyi\n Syrup; at once i begau to
experience benefit
After taking three bottles all these bad
feelings have left, my health is restored, ami 1
enjoy life as well as ever. Most cheerfully do
1 recommend Peruvian Syrup.”

Appleton last week, was a purely agricultural gathering, the demoralizing horse

M i
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j

blaze at once, and the lire
rapidly that the men could not
In these times of petroleum

The North Knox
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have to look out for this new
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freneli, wib- and family, Ar
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tonvard them.
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stores.

source ol (langur to ships was
apparent at New York last week
The hark Kuropa, while in dry dock, look
lire iu tin hold and was seriously damaged. Ol a gang ol carpenters who were

p.-rrv, Clarence O. I’oor
Allen French, Cieo. L
White, Richard

;

of the Journal.

ticularly boarding houses and

Throat, Hoarseness, Tickling Cough and
Purifying the breath.

Sore

jSlHST

'»bite, New Orleans.
Ar at Cardili', Oct >th,
sliip Phincas Pendleton,

•>

picked up off Sear’s Island. Inquire of \V. i.
(’< c1'ran, a* tile Island.

M ;rh Andrew-. Mr-. Win. Roix, I-.d.
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in Poston. Rend his advertisement.
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at work under the decks, six were suffocaMonday announcing
ted
or burned to death.
It appears that
tie-previous night,
lba I'.urges-, of schr. Ralph Howes of
the Kuropa had carried petroleum so long
>
}'rev:..u- new of his sickin .s had been
and her timbers were so saturated with
-.iid it i- -uppo-e.l that he died ol yellow
that a candle overturned in the hold
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North Haven ar<- in opera t ion, doing a fair biisine-r.Some of the discharged workmen have
gone to Hurricane Island.
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Inhalation for Catarrh. Consumption,
bronchitis, and Asthma.

I low Many suffer constantly,in some form,
a.
or Inhaling for Catarrh, Consumption. A: fh
tin- maladies that re.-ultfrom the errors of youth,
For Bale by all Dru'/yi.-ts.
and would give all they possess to be restored
to sound and vigorous health so necessary to
s^mosl:;
physical and mental enjoyment. Let such consult, in our columns, the advertisement of the
Brighton Cattle Market.
“Peabody Medical Institute,” setting forth the
character of the medical works published by it.
Wi:i»i sn.v’i, Oct. L
“The Science of Life, or self-Prcservation” will
Arrivals of -Jock at market—Cattle
Sheep
who
those
are
ami
Lambs
Swine
alllieted
with
the
conseguide
10.U27;
Lk.Ntyu; number Western
quences of youthful indiscretions to paths of Cattle 2(>2-i; Pastern Cattle :L; Milch Cows and
Iko.
pleasantness and physical vigor. “Sexual Phy- NorthernofCattle
Peef Cattie per ]<;o lbs, live weight—ExPrices
siology of Woman and Her Diseases’’ will guard tra
f*oa;»
!?.j
7.*; iir-t quality $f» 25a5 k7 1-2;
quality
and guide the female sex 1>\ its admirable teach- second
quality £1 7.>ab00; third quality 812bal 02 1-2
“Diseases of the Nerves and Nervous i poorest grade ot coarse Oxen, pulls,
ings.
&«■ $:>2.Kik
Maladies” i< a fountain of knowledge to all suf- j
Prighton Hides t, lp. lh: Prighton Tallow fm(i
fering from nervous debility. A Gold Medal, per li>. Country Hides 1-Ja'k* per lb; Country Tallow he per lb.
of great beauty and value, has recently been
presented to the author of the above works by | Calf .Skins 10a12c per ii»; Sheared Sheep skins 7be.
Lamb Skins 7.',e: wool Skins $lai 7b each.
the National Medical Association.
I he supply of Cuttle from the West has not been
The latest recipe for true eloquence was given so large lor the pa-i week as it was the previous
one; the quality of tin* Peef Cattle upon an average,
a
minister
at
the
Martha’s
by
Vineyard Baptist not as good, and tin* trade opened dull at
prices not
camp meeting yesterday. Here it is: “Get much if any different trom those obtained one week
yourself chuck full of the subject, knock out ago. Then* were hut :> few lots sold as high as :: 1c
ihe bung, and let nature caper.
per lb. prices ranging in most instances from o to ;»

hr.

her below the

may

>

happen.

.vi
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town.

just where tin- kero

he, O',!.,.-,

an

'foe

all the late

So are

Throat, Lungs, Asthma, and Kidneys.

Tar

or

tury.”

Mary, lmy loaded, for Rrunswick, (ia.,
irnpro-.
before reported detainee! on account of yellow lea g<
hi due railroad time table.
ver. lias hauled into Pitcher’s dock and discharged
:•
of tee great Oi'.lennial show drawcth ! her cargo, it being difficult to obtain a crew. The
t
hurry op or go down to iuture owners of the hay south telegraphed that if the vessel would come on they would discharge and load
I’erutioii- as t :<e man that didn’t attend.
mded

Tar,

Solution?
Forest
Tar Troches?
Forest
Tar Salve?
Forest
Forest Tar Soap?
Tar inhalers?
Forest

A man in Burlington. Iowa, has used tobacco
freely for ninety-six years and still lives. But
then (adds the Inter-Ocean) he chewed “Cen-

day, Oct 'J'd.
mail at t«

For

and Oin!iu<>nf. *'curBloltoHiS.vN
vey and Diseases of the Skin—Fever, restless
sleep, foul stomach, tainted breath, langour.
depression of spirits, always attendant on the
worst cases of cutaneous eruptions, are speedily and radically removed by these medicines—
the ointment cleanses the skin, and the Pills
purifj the blood, stimulate 1 lie liver, and promote digestion.
cents per box or pot.

1-J o’clock
served, and the Sunday School held at
in tie- afternoon, instead of the usual hour, livening

( MRS9.

Forest

anyhow.*’

and

lor the first

a race

NOTICES.

To all who are suffering from the errors and indisI cretions of youth, nervous weakness, early decay,
loss of manhood, &c., 1 will send a recipe that will
This great remedy
cure you, FREE OF CHARGE.
was discovered by a missionary in South America.
to
tin* Kiev. .losiiJ'H
Send a self-addressed envelope
T. Inmav. Station />, Bible House Xac York City.
spGmoslS

“I don't see how you can have been working
all day like a horse,” exclaimed the wife of a
lawyer, her husband having declared in* hail
been thus working. “Well, my dear,” he replied, “I've beeu drawing a conveyance all day,

landings in order to get the way passengers. On
Tuesday morning the Richmond arrived at halt past
.'i\ o'clock and the Cambridge before seven.
Morning services at the Vnitarian Church was resumed last Sunday and the Sunday School reopened.
Next Sunday morning the Lord’s Supper will be ob

services will be commenced

new ina-t

wo

aii

kept out of the

oecunv

■
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l

Id for -Wmo

•'<

1

L.

at a newspaper

every vessel.

The pair of mules shown at the fair by the citizen
ol Morrill who was designated in u recent card in
the Age as “Tom Storer,” were
very handsome. The
owner says the likeliest one is named, not “Fred,’’
but Frederick.

Mr.

cog the nm.-! perplexing callers
i' be m.to u !:o wants hi name

a

some

on

A

A (rood Domestic Sulphur Bath can be instantly prepared by taking a cake of Glenn’s
Sulphur Soap into the bath-tub. Such an
expedient will, to use a slang phrase, “knock
the spots oil any victim of cutaneous blemishSold everywhere.
es.

Belfast vessel is detained in port on account of head winds the captain usually invests in
Wh«.n

eowld

SPECIAL

A locomotive driver is never proud of the
wounds he received in the army, because an
engineer always carries his cars behind.

*

There is no person living but what suffers
more or less with Lung Diseases, Coughs,
Colds or Consumption, yet some would die

Robinson, Thomaston.

Fills, PotioEsi unci Pungencies.

\ essels have had a hard chance to
get to the south
and west lately,—some having lain in port
nearly
two weeks. After the storm of
Friday the wind
came from the north-west and
they all went to sea.

Life.

land; Fletcher, Gamdcn;-, Waldoboro;
Smith A Sims. Searsport ;-, liucksport;

Bangor

excursion to this city to-day, and will be
entertained by the Belfast Odd Fellows. They will
be accompanied by a cornet band.
make

Yo»r

May S^ve

this country from Germany, ami its vvonderous
if you
cures astonishes every one that try it.
doubt what we say in print, cut this out and
take it to your Druggist in any town ami gel a
sample bottle for 10 cents and try it. Two
doses will relieve you. Regular size 75 cents.
II. II. Moody, agt. for Belfast; Kittridge, Rock-

The commendations of those who have been
its guests, is the best advertisement for the
American House of Boston. This great hotel is
centrally and most conveniently located, is supplied with all modern improvements, and is a
most desirable home for the visitor to Boston.

particularly lively in our place just now.
a shining mark.
Most of the

CM frc r.i Adelaide, Aug 9th. ship Augustine Kobb,
Carver, United States.
NM from Hamburg, Oct Oth, ship Louis Walsh,

CUT TUP, OUT.
It

rather than pay 75 cents fora bottle of medicine that wou'd cure them. Du. A. Bosuiike’s
German Syrup has lately been introduced in

Remedy.

death, it loves

victims think it best to let the

veiling of next week.

<

I:
e\'

irinity

in ;hi-

Scandal is

day- decrease

men

Tuesday. Such

news on

headed men of this city talk of forming
association. Any one who parts his hair in the
middle will be admitted.

their working liou;-.

up

Irregularities, Excesses, Intemperance
and Nervous Prostration are cured by Hunt’s
Remedy. Bright’s Disease is cured by Hunt’s
Female

The bald

night.

North cliuich
‘bject, “Conservatism."

lie

!

-on nm

Lecture ai the

\-*

war.

look

an

ice of the

r>t

the

of

brethren didn’t

and

men

election

over

is tiie fate

11v-nry Dunbar is building

s

Republican

Our

a

also chair-

board of assessors, and street commis-

of the

man

flic most

Incalculable are the benefits derived from
Hunt’s Remedy, Kidney, Bladder and Gland"
ular Complaints, Diabetes, Gravel, Diseases of
the Urino-Genital Organs, Retention and Incontinence of Urine, Pain in the Back and Loins,

New

Please

Examine boforo buying

JAMES

W.

CLARK,

No. 13 Pbonix Pow.

BOTH ORNAMENTAL & USEFI'

L A D IE

G RANITE

Iron Ware!
O A L 1/ A N D
-A

S K i:

68

MAIN

T-

CAUTION.
I

previously
Belfast,

settled for.
Sept. &>, 1870.

A. STltOUT.

Also,

4UflMea.se call and

purchasing, as

to

$2 00.

Children’.* from 2f> cents to 30 cents.
see

the

above goods before

I shall sell (’ll EAP for CASH.

B. F. WELLS.

Providence

River

—A N D—

Assortment Can be Found

hereby notify all persona that are building or
using the 11 ay fora and Strout Hay Press in the
United States or New Brunswick on my unsold territory, can settle the trespass with Willard P. Harriman, Belfast, unless the Press is my own build or

cents.

Vests from 25 Cents

STREET.

At James W- Clark's.

fifty

city.

33c., well

for

Splendid Quality
On* Case of

Smith's Fmicii Kills!
A Fine

Tin* most extensive assortment in the

worth

I T

WADL1N& MERRILL’S

MEN.

Vests !

Merino

NORWALK

OYSTERS
Received

Every

C. R. DAVIS’

Boat at

Haylord

Bl’k.

3wl4

'.wl4

A Full Line of Ladies'

For

Sale.

TG PIGS and HOGS at my barn, from the
¥ Best breeds I could find in the Stale last fall.
Also, some stumpage for firewood, on my NorthA. G. JEWETT.
port and home farm.
1870.
3wl4*
Belfast, Oct.

Beaver Boots & Slippers
At Jas. W. Clark’s.

Way

The

of^the

Wind.

“Why

does the East Wind always complain?Because he is married to the Rain.

“Why is the North Wind’s breath so strong?—
lie has wrestled with icebergs fierce and long.
“Why is the South Wind’s step

sleeping

light?—

a

“Why

is the West Wind's touch-aflame!
a sunset cloud he came.”

Out of

Lying

This

under
what

is

laud in

so

Out of

a sumnie:*

flight.

tree,
to

Zephyr sang

Saco lias a sensation. A young man in the
U. S. navy came home the other Jay to see his
wife ami found her just preparing to go to the
Centennial with a gay Lothario, lie immediately got some soit coal, blacked a portion of
his breast, then pierced the breast to make i!
bleed, discharged a revolver under his arm and
fell over us if dead, and caused a great scare in
the household.
X'ewtou oilicially reports to the Pilot
Commissioners the following depths ot water
over late llallett's reef,
isince the explosion
from lsO feet distant from the shore line to the
line of buoys, the bottom slopes gradually from
eight feet depth at mean low water, to twenty
feet depth at mea t low title. Divers have beeii
examining the reef and report a thorough

me.

with fluttering words and low
Tells’but half of the truth I know.

Four great hoys in an ancient hall,
They grew up thinking their will was all.
Sweet Mother Nature, the dearest dame—
1 tear her softness is much to blame—

break-up.

G. W. Dickering, one of the oldest citizens
of Bangor, died very suddenly Thursday morning, at the age of 77. ile had been feeble for a
long time, but his death was unsuspected, lie
has been one of the most prominent business
men the city has ever known, having been connected with every important movement in public or mercantile affairs for the past fifty years.
He was very instrumental in building the Maine
Central railroad. His loss will he severely felt.

Lovely

and quiet, year out, year in,
Her soft white blankets site sits to spin;
Bose-hued curtains and carpets green,
JBladdered cushions of satin sheen.
Her guests are bidden, her house is fair—
four wild rovers have entrance there.
Nover’s an hour so still and sweet
But may be broken tv tfampling feet;
But when from the ruin
so

they

gentle and blithe

turn
as

away,

they!
Mrs. Lois E. Tibbetts, of Boothbay, who is
nineteen years old. and the mother of two children, one a little boy live months old. and the
other a little girl two years and a half old, on
the morning of Sept. I9th, wrapped the 1 ttie
boy in a woolen blanket, carried it to the bay
not many rods away, and threw the child into
the water
Upon her return home she went
into convulsions, and to nil appearances does
not realize that a crime has been committed.
The body has been recovered, and the mother
sent to Wiscasset jail.

They rock the cradles in tall tree-tops,
they run with the tripping water-drops;
Dainiily courting, they sigh and pine

Bound the

flower-ladies

pure and line.

so

Well they love pleasure, but mischief best
loo swilt and subtle and strong for rest.

—

I p and down in the world they go,
And mock us with every voice we know.

They pipe to the dreamers at even-song;
They mourn to the watchers all night long.
Then down the chimney they shout and roar,
Shriek at the lattice and shake the door.

Wednesday morning Mrs. B. J. Hill, residing on Golf street. Auburn, found that some
one had cut apiece out of the barn door in the
night. Beside the opening she found her trusty
watch dog standing guard, his head covered
with blood. On examination it was found that
soin*
one had thrust a knife into the animal's
neck. It is inferred that some rascal attempted to break into the premises, cut a hole in the
door and was attacked by the dog, which he
knifed and then lied, finding the dog was making too much noise.

The old man, sighing, ropeateth still,
“The will o’ the wind is boyhood’s will;”
The boy, with
Thinks of the

wondering,
sea

and the

silent

lips,

wafted ships;

And each, in his dim heart, longs to find
«>ut of his world the way o’ the wind.

[Harper’s Magazine.
Azrao],.
Come with a smile, when come thou must,
K van gel ot the world to be,
And touch and glorify this dust—
This shuddering dust that now is me—
And from this prison set me free!

“We find that lie came to his death from calling Bill Jackson a liar,” was the verdict of a
coroner’s jury in Missouri.

SNEEZING

Only—two still and steady rays,

GATAE1H.

1 hat those twin orbs of doom o’ertop,
Only—a quiet, patient gaze
What drinks mv being, drop by drop,
And bids the pulse of nature stop.
a

IN

This is :i constant sneeze, sneeze, sneeze, until
your head seems ready to lly off. until your nose and
eves discharge excessive quantities of mucus, thin,
acrid, and poisonous, until, untit for business or
pleasure, you number yourself among the most iddieted of mortals, destined to sutler periodically the
greatest distress wit bout relief or consolation. Every
draught, every breath of air seems an enemy in dis.
guise. 1'ii.» is properly called Acute Catarrh, and
ommonly, Cold in the Head. Its constant recurrence is due to constitutionally weak or diseased
nasal organs, and enfeebled action oi the perspiratory gland.'. In tin* permanent cure of this distressing malady Sanuoun's Radical < i: i: 1 ok Ca .a ki: n is a never-failing specilic.
Instant relief follows
the first dose. Its u*u* destroys the morbid sen.'itiveness to atmospheric changes which predispose
people to this disease, and is sure to prevent an attack of CHKoN'lC ok l LCi: K ATIVK ( A 1AKKII.

smile, auspicious friend,

fo usher in the eternal day!
Ot these weak terrors make an end,
And charm the paltry chains away
That bind me to this timorous clay!

And let me know my soul akin
To sunrise and the winds of morn,
And every grandeur that lias been
•Since this all-glorious world was horn,
Xor longer droop in my own scorn.

■

Come, when the way grows dark and chill!
Come, when the bullied mind is weak.
And in the heart the voice is still
Which used in happier days to speak.
Or only whispers sadly meek.

Come with a smiie that dims the sun!
With pitying heart and gentle hand;
And waft me from a work that’s done,
'fo peace that waits on thy command,
To Cod’s mysterious better land.
[William Winter!

THE

HUSH

SALE

OF

|

°AK coKAL EAR DROP, the tinder
be suitably rewarded by leaving it at
J. L. SLEEPER.

1 0*?T1
*■*

can

City

Thought

CarpetsngS

Liniments!
The lame

be

can

healed and the wounded made

I

Centaur Liniment will do. They will not mend broken bones or
cure i’aracer, but they will extract soreness, allay pain, cure Rheumatism and a larger range of
llesh, bone and muscle ailments than any article ever
before discovered.
Scientilie skill cannot go beyond the effects of
these remarkable preparations. Chronic ESEieuniatism of many years’ standing, Neuralgia, Weak
Back, Fever .Sores, Weeiiing.Kinew**, Sciatica,
Caked-Breasts, Distorted Joints and Sprained Limbs
whole.

We

now

know

of the worst kind

are

just

hat the

v.

.Some murmur when tlu-ir sky is clear
Ami wholly bright to view’
II one -mall .speck »>! dark appear
In their great leavens ot blue;

To be a man's own fool is bad enough: blit
the vain man is everybody's. [William Penn.

Money and time are the heaviest burdens of
life, and the unhappicst of all mortals are tluwo
who have more of either than they know how

U LCE RATIVE

[Johnson.

OATABm

War and economy are tilings not easily reconciled, and tlie attempt of leaning toward parsimony in such state may be the worse economy in the world.
[Burke.

This is t’ne destructive and terrihl* stage of the
disease. 'l h«- w hole nasal passages, including the
eyes and ears tile tonsiis, throat, bronchial tubes
aid lungs becoim*, one after another, nib cted, in11 imed, ulcerated, and succumb rapidly tot his frightful monster. A peculiar acid is generated amt set
at liberty by this disease, which permeating the
blood, weakens and destroys its renovating power,
and allows the system no opportunity to throw off
the malady until this poison is neutralized and expelled. It i> here that constitutional treatment heroines of tin* most vital consequence, “because unless arrested at this stage the disease will make
rapid progress towards pulmonary consumption.”—
Wtirren's Household I’hysician. Meanwhile a soothing, healing, and astringent medicine must be applied directly to the nasal passages, this forming the
most perfect treatment of the disease p »>sible.

..

We call it our duty to leave to the world iis
gayety and its thoughtlessness; but too often
we leave to it also its grace and gentleness and
courtesy and self-control. [Hetty Bowman.
Learn to be pleased with everything; with
wealth, so far as it makes us beneficial to
others; for poverty, for not having much to
care for. and with obscurity, for not being envied. i Plutarch.
The chief secret of comfort lies in not sutier-

ing trilles to vex us. and in prudently cultivating our undergrowth of small pleasures, since
very lew great ones, alas! are let on long
leases. [Sharp.

PERMANENTLY
CURED.

Lvery war involves a greater or less relapse
into barbarism. War, indeed, in it< details, ithe essence ‘»i’ inhumanity. It dehumanizes.
It may save the Slate, but it destroys the citizen.

[Boove.

SANTottu’s Radical Ohm
on Oatakkh is a
sale, certain, and permanent cure for Catarrh of
is
the
and
most
every form,
perfect, remedy cu
deviled, i! is purely a vegetable distillation, and is
applied locally by iusulllation, and constitutionally
by internal administration. Locally applied veto/
is instantaneous, it soothes, heals, and cleanses
the nasal passages of every feeling of heaviness,
obstruction, dullness, or dizziness. < onstitutionally
administered it renovates the blood, purities it of the
acid poison wiih which i; is always charged in
Catarrh, stimulates tin* stomach, IL<r, and kidnevs,
perfects digestion, mak* s new blood, and permits
the lormation ot sound, healthy tissue, and finally
obtains complete control over tin* disease. The remarkable curative powers, when all other remedies
utterly fail, oi mnhhid’s Radical Ct.Tkm are attested by thousands who gratefully lecommend it to
fellow sufferers. No statement is made regarding
it that cannot be substantiated by the most respectit is a great and good
able and ieliable references,
medicine, and worthy all confidence. Each package
contains a Treatise on < afarrh and Dr. Sanford’s
Improved Inhaling Tube, and lull directions lor its
Use in all cases.
Sani <mid’s Radic al C:hi. is sold by all whole
sale and retail druggists throughout ’the l.Tiited
States. Price, si.

Were tin* superfluities of a nation valued and
made a perpetual tax on benevolence, there
would be more almshouses than poor, schools
than scholars, and enough to spare for government besides.
[William Penn.
The little I have seen of the world teaches
me to look upon the errors of others i*i sorrow,
not in anger.
When I take up the history ol
one heart that has sinned and su tie red, and reto
myself the struggle and temptation
present
it has passed through—the brief pulsations of
joy, the feverish inquietude of hope ami fear,
the presMirc of want, the desertion of friends—
l would lain leave the erring soul of m\ fellowman with Him from whose hands it
came.

[Longfellow.
a

one or

liavvking'aml

And some with thankful low are tilled
If but one streak of light—
One ray of God's good mercy gild
the darkness of their night.

to use.

Symptoms.—Obstructed breathing, partial

closure
both nostrils, a stopped up, “stuffed up”
feeling in the head, constant blowing of the nose,
discharges from the nose of a watery or thick yellow
or greenish mucus, frequently streaked with blood.
Sometimes the matter becomes encrusted in the
nasal passages and is removed only by prolonged
etlbrt. In the morning on rising the symptoms are
tin* worst. Violent blowing,
spitting
until tin* crusts are removed, at least partially, and
the throat i- freed from the matter that lias accumulated during t lie night. Finally the poisonous secretions attack the throat, bronchial tubes, lung-, terminating in pulmonary consumption, accompanied
by a most offensive breath and impaired eyesight
and heat ing.
ol

A nobleman who died a few years since, had
chest ail lucked up, but marked:
“To be re-

moved first in ease of lire." When lie died, his
friends opened that chest, supposing,ot course,
that some valuable document or deed of property. rich jewelry, or costly plate would he
lound in it. But what did they liml? They
found the toys of his little child who luul gone
before him. Richer to him were they than all
the world’s wealth, richer than his coronet;
brighter than all the jewels that sparkled on
his crest. Not his jewels, not his equipage,
nothing glorious and great in this world; but
tlie dearest object to him were the toys of his
little child.

poison of

the

by the

cured

AVe have just received a SPLENDID assortment of the very LATEST DESIGNS in

White Centaur

Stings,

Bites and

Fall Carpetings.

and the frost from

AVe have given great attention lo the selection of the-e Goods, and have consulted the
tastes of many of our patrons in the selection
of them. It is a well known fact that a large
and first class stock of Carpetings have never
borh kept in Belfast, and the trade have been
obliged to make their purchases abroad, as
heretofore, desirable patterns could not be obtained from the stocks oil hand. At the solicitation of main- of our patrons, wo have been
induced to add Carpetings to our Stock, and
having met uilh such good success in the sale
of them, we have been encouraged to make
a
very large purchase, and have now in stock
on exhibition, a splendid assortment of

Josiali Westake, of Marysville, O., writes:

3Ir.

“For years my Rheumatism has been so bad that
I have been unable to stir from the house. The tirst
thive bottles of Centaur Liniment enabled me to
walk without my crutches. J am mending rapidly.
I think your Liniment simply a marvel.'’
C. II.

Bennett, Druggist, Rock Prairie, Mo., says:

“Centaur Liniment sells better and gives the best
satisfaction of anyth ing in the market.”
What the Centaur Liniment has done for
it will do for you., it is
is cheap.

handy,

it is

others
reliable, and it

The Yellow Centaur Liniment
is worth its

weight

in

gold to

owners

of

country

SUPERFINES,

age.
simply
We have thousands upon thousands of certificates
as strong as the following
lame for

Regular Double

Warps,

Double CoUOis Churns,

Lameness of

Hemp Carpetings,

-Id 1->ky

St., N

Straw

Co.,

Mattings,

RUGS!

I have no idea tiiat hell is populous and
heaven scant in its inhabitants. No idea that
hell swarms and heaven is like a city of empty
houses. While tin* Son of God is preparing
“mansions," the Spirit of God is preparing
nu n and women to liil them.
There is not a
shadow of evidence in the Bible or in the Nature of things, that Gou is to sutler a gigantic
defeat, and Satan to win a stupendous victory
in reference to our race. Such a suggestion
strikes at the root of our faith in God. It
places the control and mastery of the universe
in the wrong hands. It accomplishes in theory what Satan strove in his rebellion to accomplish in fact—wrench the scepter of dominion from the hands of infinite benevolence and
place it in the hands of what would thus be
made infinite haste. Such a theory of terminal
results touching the redemption of man runs
perilously near the dethronement of God as the
supreme power, and placing him, as contrasted
with Satan, in the minority both as regards
numbers of adherents and the measure of innate capacity.
[Rev. W. II. II. Murray.

Tiie Smiuti al Significance of the
Cross. The truth is, that there is no cross
to the soul that has gained self-conquest.
Life
itself has no burdens; care falls from you, and
death becomes the gateway of matchless lPe.
What was the cross to the Son of man, whose
inward eyes could see into Paradise? What
was death to the saint and
martyr who above
llame and the sacrificial pile could see angels
and hear them sing? Nay, nay ! That only is
a cross which the spirit feels is
grievous to be
borne, and which it is the intention of the divine economy you shall vanquish iu that very
feeling. Go to your labor feeling it a grievous
burden; see how it drags heavily upon you,
and weighs down your hands, and makes'von
feel powerless. Go with the impulse of a'l>iviue love and a fervent desire to do good to
some
fellow being, mother, sister, wife or
friend, and the labor i> nothing, the toil becomes sweet, the hands are strengthened and
the feet become light. Ah, the vanquishing of
life's burdens is the greatest cross after all.
Climb, if you would see the sun over the
eternal hills. Let the stones pierce your feet
if you would know what it is to have* won the
victory of life. Do not push aside the thorns
if you want to know what it is to have vanquished them. Mariners plow the seas; philosophers probe the earth and dwell lifelong
over one secret that they may find out the mystery thereof. Hairs turn gray, faces are wrinkled, forms become decrepit, over one truth
that the soul is in search of. Christ upon Calvary means the triumph of the soul over a brutal and selfish age; means the spirit conquering
the llesh; means the triumph of God over the
machinations of life below. [Mrs. Cora L. V.

Lame ana Painful Back.

Twelve Cays in

Hospital.

M-ssrs. Weeks iS’Potter
(lent/rmcn.— I have just
recovered from a lame and painful back through the
use of your Collins’ Voltaic: Plastmks.
My back
was so lame and painful that I could not stoop, walk,
or do duty of any kind, and was placed in tin*
hospital for twelve days without cure. I then asked permission of the surgeon to try the Collins’ Voltaic
I*lastmits, and in a few hours after putting one on
was entirely relieved of pain and able to bend
my
back; am now thoroughly well. I consider them
simpiv wonderful. Respectfully yours.
A L EX A X1 >ER .J A M1 LS<) N,
Co. J, 1st Artillery, Fort Warren.
Boston, May 3. 1870.

“ARE DOING WONDERS.”
Messrs. Weeks <y Potter -. (lentlemeii.—Collins’
Voltaic Plastmks arc* doing wonders.
1 hey
work like magic, and those you sent last are all so!il
and more wanted. Send me three dozen as soon as
you get this. Money enclosed herewith. I want
them to-morrow night, if possible. In haste.
1. F. PALMER, t*. m.
Yours,
N >. Fayette, Me., May 1, 1x70.
Sold by all druggists. Sent by mail on receipt of
25 cents for one, $1.25 for six, or $2.25 for twelve,
carefully wrapped, and warranted, by WEEKS &
Iwl l
POTTER, Proprietors, Boston, Mass.

<3- R :s ^Y T

Auction Sale!
-O F-

FIFTY

HEAD OF

wrigbt,”“Downwright” and“Millwright.”

Many times a cold exterior covers
warm heart, and it olten happens that

a
a

formal and frigid husband will blossom
out into the most devoted of men, when
his wife goes off to camp-meeting and
leaves the hired girl to keep house for
him.
Two
lowed
fever.

daughters of Wm. S. Marshall of Halrecently died in Savannah of the vellow

OIL

suppose that Castoria is not
adapted to grown persons as well as Children. They
only need to increase the quantity. But children
have so many complaints for which Castoria is adapt
ed—like Wind C olic, Sour Stomach, Worms’
l etter, Teething* and Croup, that it is especially
are more

no

certain than Cantor Oii.

alcohol and is

hi

■

min

ii»hiiii

mmmmmmm
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The Patterns of Tapestry and Woo! Carpetings are Puivatf Paitfkxs, the AOKNT'i
of which we have for Belfast.
In order to guarantee quality and Boston
]*”iees on those goods, we have adopted the
Ca<ii System.

n

llclu ^Ltsbcrtiscmcnts.
A

Terms

Having discovered,
might be
considered almost providential, a positive cure for
and
all
I
feel
it my
Consumption
Lung Complaints,
duty to make it known in a practical manner by fura
free
of
to
all
sutler
nishing sample bottle,
charge,
ers, my only hope of remuneration being that the
medicine will perform all I claim for it. The ingredients arc of the choicest herbal products, and perfectly safe; sent by mail. Address at once, Hr. O.
B*iajug.s»* ssromn.i Grand Street, Jersey
City, New Jersey.
a manner

Hat, Cap & Furnishing Goods

Has

opened first class Hat. Cap and Gents
Furnishing floods Store a:
a

llis Stock consists in

T!i«»r«- are m%rfyrft to headache who
he cured by using

<

)f all

A very

penders.
stock of all
a

1:VERY

Teacher, Advanced Student, Intelligent Family,
THE BEST ENGLISH DICTIONARY,

qualities

and

large stock of

styles.

Also

l HBRELLAS AMI BUBBRil CLOTIIIMJ.
O.

W.

ti'10

H^ISTEY.

NOTICE:
M. R. COOPER’S

tJeiiibririgei! New Lumber Yard

“The Rest Practical Engdisii Dictionary
Extant.”—London Quarterly Jlerieiv, Oct. 18?.'*.

Foot of

the Chief Justice of the United States.
Washington, D. C., Oct. *Z5, 1875.—The hook has
become indispensable tc every student of the Eng
Jish language. A Law Library is not complete without ir, and the Courts look to it as of the highest authority in all questions of definition.—Morrison R.

Main Street,

near

npiIK

FOUR PAGES COLORED PLATES.
by G. & C. MERRIAM. Springfield,
Mass. Sold by all Booksellers.

A
son,

C/5

ERSONVILLE.

complete History of Andersonville Pri- <
by Dr. R. R. Stevenson, Surgeon in ^

charge,

with an Appendix containing the
names of U.OUO Union soldiers who died
111 there, with date and cause of death.
Sent
on receipt of price, $3.(K).
A N|»l«n«li<l
w
book.
TURNBULL
BRO
campaign
C TIIERS, Baltimore, Md.

^

I have in stock, Ash Lumber (Planed and Jointed,) Hard Pine Flooring, Cedar Posts, 0, 8, 10 and
12 It., Laths, Cement, Lime, Hair, etc., which can

Z
H

be sold at FXTBLMLLY

m

Belfast, August, 187<».

S

Room

WESTERN LANDS
HOMESTEADS.

and

Papers

BORDERS

HOME

VERY LOW AT

Now is the Time to Secure It!
The best and

1

J. C. THOMPSON & SON
40

Free passes to land buyers. Maps, descriptive pamphlets, new edition of “The Pioneer”
sent free everywhere. Address O. P. DAVld,
f/aiHl Commissioner, 17. P. II. H.,Omaliu,
markets.

more

REVOLVER, 7-shot, Nickel Plated, and
100 Cartridges $2. Send postal for illustrated
catalogue. Agents wanted, p. O. BOX 1505 New
A

WELLS

HAVING

X\.

Ycrk

FOR

Rubber Boots & Shoes
ALI,

KINDS,

Go to Jas- W- Clark’s.

City._

*1362 50 (
$275 00

Hats, Feathers & Flowers.
Miss Brown will take charge of the Millinery
as usual, who will give entire satisfaction to all.
V.i
MRS. WELLS, 17 Main Street.

The

place,

I)FFA>.

The

PROFITS

FROM

IJiVKSTSIENTS

t

judicious selection

Stock

and

I

$106 25

OK
$2125
/
management of

Privileges

road to rapid fortune. Send for new “Hjutem of A»Aort«Ml Profit*,” free, with full information concerning the Stock Market.
is

a sure

Gold and

/

T. POTTER, WIGHT & Co
35 Wall’Street-N. York.

1
A C ITIUTC!
I

Stock Brokers.

MULll

Greatest Offer of the

3nios3

Belfast

Savings

REMOVED to their

in Custom
HAVE
ccive

House

new
are
same on

Square,

Bank.
Banking

Room
pre pared to re
interest on the

deposits, placing the
days of June, July, August and .September, and
December, January, February and March. Interest
being computed on same, the first Mondays of June
first

and December.
Deposits received daily, (excepton Sundays and
Legal Holidays,) from 9 to 12 A. M., and 2 to 4 P. 31.
Saturdays Bank closes at 12, noon.
ASA FAUNCK, Prest.
John H. Quimisy, Treas.
tf
Belfast June8th 1874.

coruT nOoinnT

season.

Jl Eight $10 Chromos given away rrOrW^BESHELS PRIME yellow corn
with Home Guest,including Hoover’s Peerless AmeriI Ov-fV^just received by Schooner Lizzie Mills.
1-2
feet loug, Lake Lucerne, Virgin Ves- The Corn is of excellent quality. For sale LOW.
can Fruit, 2
ta, &c. Mounted outfit, four chromos, $:); 8 chromos, In store at Lane’s Wharf.
ALBERT CARTER.
$5.50. J. LATHAM & CO., 419 Washington Street,
Boston.
tfb
Belfast, Aug. 0, 1876.
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Me.
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Or, SELF-1”RESERVATION.

Uold Medal Awarded to the Author

by the
“National Medical Association."
March

medical work entitled the “SCIKN< !'. <: !■ I.II 1
or, SHI.I- PUi;>I.K\ A 11( >.\V’ !i treat
upon M *-. ,\
noon, how lost, how regained ami p'; p tint-d
cause ami cure of Lxhaustcd Vitality, I mpot< n: e*.,
Premature Pcdiuc in Man, Spenuutorrlnea.or S«
inal Losses
nocturnal and diurnal
.\< r\>>u- ami
Physical Debility, 11> pochomlria. «.loom 1 r- !
ings Menial Pupresm-n, Loo- of energy, llaeg ird
: M> in
Countenance, ('ontiisioji of Miml and la
ory, Impure Slate ol the Pdoml, and all
>i:
>!•
^
lrom
the
Mi:i:*
erm
imii
or the
arising
ti<ms or exces-es ot mature \ear>.
It tells mi:i all about the Muni** of i. nerai is e
Physiology, the Pliybiology of Marring-. <u \*
lock and nilspring. Pin dealt outcast ~,'1 In .M-n it*.,
linipiticism. Perversion ot Marring", nujucnl Pm
cept ami friendly Counsel, Physical Inlirmiiy. I:
( ames ami Cure, lit bilious P.etween
>•
Proofs of the Lxpandou of \ i
|'he Mi-. i.
.u
Ancient
w
and
.M
i.rror-,
Ignorance
Imprmli-r.ee,
to t 'i
I i:: \ \‘.w
i:, Cure el P.oiiy a ml Mi ml
oi
I ::i. \ IM l.\
’.\dtlre-- t.. P..t i. n
an ! In
l*U
valitl Heath rs, The Author’s Principles
ot this book is only $ 1 oo.

Notice.

E.

each.
j8tg*There is considerable saving by taking the
larger sizes.

GEO. C. GOODWIN, Sole Agt., Boston.
tf!3

in

turn,
;aki:.\
a:

s

faik

It.-m
I, Ay

will

W- P. THOMP. ON.

nimstilJor

Altonuiy 5

BELFAST,

;it

Law,

MAINE.

funos-l1

F. A. Gr R E E R,

Altonieyl Counsellor al Law,
-CM FICI-:

Alden’s

Block,

IN-

Main

[

Street,

if#- Particular attention given to ('oi.lih inu
and Con vky am inc. Prompt attention given to
Communications by mail.
Gm52.

j

American

Hotel.

Main Street, Belfast, Me.
TUCKER BROTHERS, Proprietors
J. D. Tuckkh.

B. F.

Tl’Okkis.

Coaches to convey passengers to and from the cars
and boats.
Sample Rooms free to guests.
Livery and Boarding Stable connected with the

House.'
Belfast, Sept. 23, 1875.—tfl3

WliolesaleDealers & Planters of

PROVIDENCE

RIVER

OYSTERS,
Nos. 123 & 130 Court

St., Boston.

selling our PROVIDENCE RIVER
OYSTERS, fresh from their beds every day, for
$1.25 per gallon, soliil. Also, rve have a large stock
of NATIVE OYSTERS, by the barrel, at the low8wU!
est market prices.
We

ure

Musical Notice.
AliBIE

E.

will receive

Organ. Special care
inquire at 143 Main

terms

Nov. 25, 1875—tfil
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rad* if
Cakir.
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“mmo'lation' f.>r Cn oo
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lieu
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.111-I I 'll
il' i.
lltt«‘3 UI'tl > 4
iil
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r.nfi'
tin
*»•*.'
«c.«*BSflat£a'* in. i i-• n.
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a
(;M VI.
Seminal Weakm
1 n\oliioiu-v >.
dial I.
I.MPoiiiNVv, Mental
icity,
pediments to Mai ige,
!
M"i-e
mini-' m
l-a-u.i im ami 1
&c.
sexual Atra; agaa*
al< 11 ‘ii' ii■ ji■ ■, .ii
-ix
n:
iu .i
H :J i'i
i'li*- celebrated antler, in thi- admirable I
irom
a
»-updemon-;rat*
tliirtv
eleariy
year-’
ui
praetice, tMitt tim alarming c<m-e'pii tu
al'ic ma be null'all. can d u itlumi : h<- «1.in•
me of'internal medicine nr the applnatioim
knife; pointing out a mode of rare at once
certain, and effectual, by means of which eve:
fever, no matter what lii> condition ina\ !•••
cure himself cheaply, pri\ately, and ra.il
J: H illi- Lecture -holllil he ill the lull''
yout h a ml evei y man in t he la ml.
Sent under -eal, in a plain env* lope, i•. am
tires-, potf-jhii./, on rt eeipt ot -tx cents or t .v•
stamp-. Add ns- the Publisher.-,
.1

^
>(

<

•.

>t

liie author lias returned from I n p< a
vution.
excellent health, and i- again thei'hhf < '• t»-u :»ing
sician
ol the Peabody Medical In<i; 'it<\ \*- »
Phy
1 -1.*
a
11
Builinch Street. Po-ton,’.M.i
nul.
“The Science of Life is beyond .hi c unpai -on he
a
ever pubmost extraordinary work on Pie.
lished.”— Poston IP laid.
in
the
bottom
lie*
I
led
of
Pamh
r::' box,
“Hope
and hope plume*- her wing- anew si me the issuing
of the.-e valuable work-, published by the Peabody
Medical Institute, which are teaehhig thousands
how to avoid the maladies that sap t.he citadel of
life." Philadelphia Kmpiirer.
“It should he read by ihe young, the middle agt >1
ami even the old.”—.New ^ ork Tribune.
The lirst and only .Medal over conferred upon anv
Medical Man in t lie country, as a recognition of "ki;i
and professional service’s, was pre seated to the author of these works, March hist, l'To. Tlie presentation was noticed at the time of its occurrence by
the Boston Press, an I the leading journals through
This magnificent Medal N of solid
out the country.
gold, set with more than one hnmlred India dia
momls of ran*brilliancy.
‘•Altogether, in its execution and the richness i.f
its materials, and si/e, this is decidedly the mod
noticeable medal ever struck in this country for any
purpose whatever. It is well worth the inspection
of Numismatist-. It was fairly won and worthily
bestowed.”—Massachusetts Ploughman, .litin ad",
l.S?li.
JCsj^Catalogue sent on receipt of be. f >:• po tag*
Hither of the above works sent by mail on receipt
of price. Addle-- PH A BOl >Y MKMCA l. I\> I I
TL’TH, No. 1 Bultincii St., Boston, Ma-- opp. i,v
vere House.
N. B. The author can he consulted on the above
named diseases, as well as all diseases requiring
skill, secrecy and experience. OtHct In. nr-, 1 \,.w.
tod i*. M.
lyh

,.
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F. BRUGMAN Ac SON.

>:

New \ **rk
1

Post OMiee l'."x,

1

PORTLAND SAFE DEPOSIT CO,
Chartered

by

an

imt

of the
I OK

Safe

Keeping

Li lmstature of Mai:

1 111

of Valuables

uiul the IIkntai. ot'Saia s in its ldui Pi:oni
Bt l.t. t.A l: Pl.tnM VAtl.c!

97

Exchange

Street.

PORTLAND.
mi:!.t Toms and siiakkiu»i.om:s

IF. J. I il.Uy,
John Mu.-sey,
Jacob .McL' Ilan,
1-. K. Swan,
W illiam K. Could, Phillip II. lirown,
William (I. Davis, W illiam Hammond, ;
W. II. Anderson, f rank Noyt
A. W. Coombs,
L. 1>. M. Sweat,
Abner Coburn, >kowh.gau,
Anson P. Morrill, Keudtiehl,

I’ATKNTS

,,

Joseph Dane, lvcnnebuuk.

R

L. D. M. SWEAT, President
A. W. COOMBS, Seer. tarv.
lit) l'or circulars or information address
tta
A. W. COOMBS, Secretary, Portia'

H. EBBY

SOLICITOR

OF PATENTS
or iN signs.

For Invcutions, Trade Harks
No. 76 State St.,

opposite Kilby St.,Boston

extensive practice of upwards of :’.o
years,continues to secure Patent- in tin- United
in
Great Britain, Prance, and other for
also
•States;
eign countries. Caveats, Specifications, Assign
ments.and all papers for Patent- executed on rea.-on
able terms, witli despatch. Researches made to tie
ter mine the validity and utility of Patents of luvcn
tions, and legal and other advice rendered in all
matters touchingthe same. Copies of t lie claim- ol
any patent furnished by remitting one dollar. Assigninents recorded in Washington.
Mo Agency in the t'nited States possesses superior
facilities for obtaining Patents or ascertaining the
patentability of inventions.
All necessity of a journey to Washington to procure a Patent, and the usual great delay there, are
here saved inventors.

AATER

an

TESTIMONIALS.
"I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable ami
successful practitioners with whom I have had of
ticial intercourse.
CHARLES MASON,
ComVr of Patents.”
“I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a man more competent and trustworthy and more capable of putting their applications in a form to secure for them an early and favorable consideration at the Patent Office.
EDMUND BURKE, late ComVr of Patents.’
"Mr. R. II. Eddy has made for me over THIRTY
lor Patents, having bet n successful in
almost every case. Such unmistakable proof ot great
talent ami ability on his part leads metorecommend
Aix inventors to apply to him to procure their patents, as they may be sure ot having the most faithful attention bestowed upon their cases, and at very
JOHN TAGGART.”
reasonable charges.
Iyr27.
Boston. Jan 1 1876.

applications
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pupils for instruction upon the Piano and Cabinet
taken with
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his Book also contains More than r itty
for the above named and
other diseases, each one worth more than
the price of the bo..k.
Al-o, anotlit r valuable in• ii. 11 work tn :t' ing
AScliifively oil MKNIAL AM* NKl.’Yi U S
KS ; more than ,<io royal octavo pag«t\\ enty le
in
-id
bound
stamial
muslin.
Price
gant engraving',
only
Barely enough tt) pay for priming.
“file Book tor young and middle-aged men to
readjust now, i- the Science of I, i t •, -r >e|f P; -er

at Law!
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I>rook.'
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<lik<
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turning M"ii'i;n at 7 A Si.
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Carver's Harbor Packet.

Prescriptions

at Law!

entrusted

i:\ti

"
Ti :iii.
now I. avl»« liast at
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v,.
Miiirinlik>.
I 11i?y ■'.•)**.
An:..
Cm nliuin
A. M.
Ia n*
In ila.-I at
1*. M.
Crooks »
|
<Sik*»
*t nilx *.!•'». Arriving at Curnhaii.
I\ M.
Ki ll F’NINU,
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JOHNSON,

business

Will
K*

ll.

■

BELFAST, MAINE.

None are genuine unless the signature of J. Hay
dock, ns agent for the United States, surrounds
eacli box of Fills, and Ointment. A handsome reward will he given to any one rendering such information as may lead to the detection of any party or
parties counterfeiting the medicines or vending the
same, knowing them to be spurious.
***Sold at the manufactory’of Professor Holloway & Co., New York, atid by all respectable druggists and dealers in medicine throughout the civilized world, in boxes at 25 cents, 62 cents and $1,00

patients

I37G.

publisbi-d by the riCAliOIA JIKDK VI,
INSTITUTE, a now edition of tin* oolt

tj

rornpt attention

:

etc.

N. IL Directions for the guidance of
every disorder are affixed to each box.

31st,

I ST

f

IIAILDKli I!LOCK, lit'irasl, lie,

PILLS

IMPORTANT CAUTION.

r.-turn,

i.r

r«

•*

DOWN

Attorney

Kidneys.
these

cause,

J.

1

WILE Ti!\.\ ll'\ liiELill,. COlMi' SilLH.

havin'; a supply of VESTS
furnish our hands with

GEO. E.

And all eruptions of the skin, this Ointment is most
invaluable. It does not hen! externally alone but
penetrates with the most searching effects to the
va ry root of the ev il.

Consumption, Debility, Dropsy, Dysentery, Erysipelas, Female Ir regularities, Fevers of all kinds, Fits,
Omit, Headache, Indigestion, Inflammation, .Jaundice, Liver Complaints, Lumbago, Files, Rheumatism, (Mention of urine, Scrofula or King’s Evil,
Sore Throats, Stone and Oravel, Tic-Douloureux,
Tumors, Ulcers, Worms of all kinds,Weakness from

i:

•...

a

nr

Maine (.’(Mitral Railroad.

TilE SCIENCE MF

14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.
O Hi tie formerly occupied by Hon. Nelieiniah Abbott.

For Cutaneous Disorders,

anv

Iia\i

Revere House.

<

G

“Your Fills are marvellous.”
“1 send for another box, and keep them in the
house.”
“Dr. Holloway lias cured my headache that was
chronic.”
“I gave one of your Fills to mv babe for cholera
morbus. The dear little thing got well hi a day.”
“My nausea of a morning i> now cured.”
“Your box of Holloway's ointment cured me ot
noisesSin the head. ! rubbed some of your Ointment
behind the ears, and the noise has left..”
“Send me t wo bo\e~; I want one for a poor family.’
“I ncloM* a dollar; your price is
cents, but Hie
medicine to me is wort h a dollar.”
“Semi me live boxes ol'your Fills."
“Let me have three boxer- of your Fills by return
mail, for Chills and Fever.”
I have over 200 such testimonials as these, but
want of space compels me to conclude.

In all diseases affecting
organs, whether
they secrete too much or too little water; or whether
they be atllicted with the stone or grav el, or with
aches and pains settled in the loins over the regions
of the kidneys, these Fills should he taken according to the printed directions, and the Ointment
should be well rubbed into the small of the back at
bed time. This treatment will give almost immediate relief when all other means have failed.

<

Win. Wa"i»ii, \. ill. r.ronk.'S ill*
Ay 111. I 'll -Inn M l! •;.!•!■ \ >In pin
tia<-. 11 < > w:
I Conan!. Aynt, IF !i

work.
Parties OW'Xti for MACHINES can
now have work.
MONROE hands who
tire ready to work, will please notify us
CEO. A. QITMI5Y & CO.
Belfast. June 1.7. 1S75.
(lot)

The Testimony of the Whole World.
HO HI ,< >\V A VS
P.ILI iS.
Extracts from Various Letters.
“I had no appetite; Holloway’s Fills gave me a
hearty one.”

diseases

A
I'd I 'If-i om !•
I <• Crook-vill*

FORBES,

Attorney

following

~

H

YOTO VEST9’I

Beady

Cmler Shirts 05e each. Abo a lull assortment of Furnishing Hoods, Hats. Caps, &c. Please
call.and examine goods.
it. First class Coat Makers wanted. No others
need apply.
A X DBFW’S BIB )S, Successors to A.
Harris, Flienix Bow, High St., Bella*!.
:{.mp>

the

I
,\ >■
la iin'll, Minl.Hil M i.aii,
inriiiny
k x 11
>u
i. t;
U .••lilt
I'lli\
an.| I'iuii>!.
»:i ‘-atunia
\<
M., nr -a :iit,>
!*-•, t •': 1,11!.; a? 1 ,1 -1 > r' Mill < a

■

:»t
I*.
s ••ill'll
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it

Belfast, June f>, 1870.

each;

cure

It
l*i

&

No. 13 Main Street.

Flannels, Hats, Caps
and Furnishing Foods, purchased expres-ly for our
trade.
Bead a few of our prices: Youth’s Suits
from 15 to jo years of age ranging in price from $7.no
to :*h».e(i per 11:t ; Mens’ Suits $.-.o> au l upward.-;
'-■> prs. Fanis only •-J-,o per pair; the-.*goods are
nearly all wool and lined throughout; 75 prs. all
wool Pants manulaetured from W arren Cass,
only
$:;.no to $ l.no per pair. cost, last season $5.onto .$<» of).
I,, be closed out the balance of our stock of
Fight
W eight Fuller Coat-. These coats cost last season
from $7.00 to s'.J.oo each: the entire lot. to he sold
.at
from $:l.U0 to $r,.no each. .Job Fot Vests $1.00

Invariably

I h A M I. i:

PIONEER

St., Belfast, Mo.

Buyers ot

at

“FULL

HOLLOWAY'S

3-

• *

>

place to Buy is at

I-i. RI.

c»

Stock of

-O

< :11 if. W
I*. f \ N's\\
Win run until fartm
tn*:if a- foil )«■>•
«>.■:
a!'i
Main I a'.’. Si nfi-mlu r I 111, l«*a\
I r- •»
II
M.,< .tint* a- 1
W (Miiosil:1 v, T!'iur»il:iv and Fritlnv at
•••
A
( u-'inr ’v

A- I am closing out my Stock on account of poor
health, all persons indebted to me by note or account, are hereby notilied that their accounts mud
be >ettled immediately, or they will In- placed in the
hands of other parties for collection.
II. II. I ORBF.S.
4‘Ut
Belfast, June 5, ls70.

to our

AISliAAliKNILYI'

n

\N T BOOMS to let in the house owned
by the subscriber on Spring Street, near the
Portland steamboat wharf.
People looking for a
good, cheap rout, should call on
MBS. M A BOA B FT HAUiiH.
Beltast, Aug. 17, 1*70.
;»t'

F do.-ire tocall attention
Made Clothing, Cloths,

FALL

E. J. MORISOT* & CO.,

Who on account of failing health, propose* to sell
out his entire Stock of fcSOOTS and SHOES nt
about the original cost at retail, thereby giving ihe
wearer the beru lit of t lie LOW BRICKS for CAM I
and »’ASII'< >.\ L Y ; as I propoo to dose up i,iv
badness v< ry soon no credit will be given.
Mv Stock consists of all the various stvles ot 1 A*
DIES. MISS and CHILDRENS’ Kin, rum/,
and A / / > /-OX/ /) HOOTS, aFo S/HPPEUS, P> I T
TOAr SHOES, also MEWS and ROY’S f'.t/.E
HOOTS, ALEXAS Tool, also ('ALT ST/lAP
HECKLE SHOES, also Common KIP, 'THICK,
and S/H.IT SHOES, for common wear. In fad
the stock is too numerous to mention in detail, and
finally, call and examine the (JEAI.I1 >' and PUl
CES, and you will be sure to buy. As 1 propose to
give all hood HAPHA/.XS as long as they LAST,
if I am able to attend to business. Don’t forget the

Rooms to laot.

\\7
tV

ISLESBOnO!

AND

PURE LEAD AND OIL.

BBQOKSYILL

CASTILE,

i'i:i:ii.:rr

ihiniware, Iron, tool, ilouse,

o

BELFAST.

.J. N, MASl'RY & SONS Ready Ma-h-r.dors for
Fainting interior and exterior oi‘ llnn-e., Fanis
Fences, Ac. Call and se<- before purchasing « i.-e.
where.

Boots & Shoes

I*!:aI.i:k.n in

No medicine will so effectually improve the tone
of the stomach as these Fills; they remove till acidity occasioned either by intemperance or improper
diet. They reach the liver and reduce it to a healthy
action; they are wonderfully efficacious in cases of
spasm—in fact they never fail in curing all disorders
of the liver and stomach.
IK )L LOW A Y\S FI LLS tire the best known in the
world for the following diseases: Ague, Asthma,
bilious Complaints, blotches on the Skin, bowels,

Nebraska.

Piano for Sale !
% N l XCF.UJ'.N l !’I.\NO, OF hoop MAhF
l\. and in line order. Will h< -old. at a bargain.
Apply at the .Journal < Mliee.
tt':J
Belfast, Feb. lid, ls7d,

m

'(Successors to Carle .1: Morisoh,

For Stomachs Out of Order.

sells at sight. Agents wanted to sell G. M. Hull’s Patent Fireproof Mica or Isinglass Pyramid Lamp
Chimneys. This'is one of the greatest money saving
articles of the present age; they will last for years;
they give a steady light; they can be used as a nurse
lamp; they will heat water in a few minutes. Sample
sent post paid for M cents to any address. Territory
free to agents. Large profits made. For terms, etc.,
‘"'dress
G. M. BULL. New Baltimore. N. Y.

2S
..V3«»<*!•. eonlieeting vni-',
Richmond for *' rtlami.
'Dil l- a\ e
om!tien:ial Wharf, Roeklami.
^illiirdav morning' a I .» 1.2 o'clock.
arrival nfvi amt s a- .:! .o
fur FI!.-• worth,
at Deer Die.
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I...-aorta e\
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ifdiul,
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r about II «*'« l**<
Die, arriving in Rockland
connecting u it h Steamer ( ilv ot Richmond t
land.
1 he Steamer ( :n mii.i
H<»n.!l H>N ha.- !•
NEW Bt»;i
ceiitly relitted and furnished with
ami new Maeliinei;
n. d
eg her mrv w.
cla-s Steatuer.
1 or further particular
n
uir<
( A ID s >H RDI\ AN I
lien’l Ag, a'
!•
Railro; 1 \\ h
Portland, May
at an
I it v o!

GRANT,

Agent of tin* lioRon Marin- Insurance Company,
For Sk.\i;si'«m:t and Yu inii v, :iml Agent ha-the
sale of mcil 1'IM; J.FMFKR and I IMF!for
f rom W. I.. FIVKS’
Ship Orders, Fridges Ac.
Mills at Fncks\ ille, S. C.
Tm lgApril vd, !-.
Searsport, M

Pickles*

limit inducement

Disorder of the

OF YOUR OWN.
cheapest hinds in market arc in Eastern Nkrraska, on the line of the Union Pacific
Railroad. The most favorable terms, very low
rates of fare and freight to all settlers. The best

8tf

-and-

where and
to
II» mestead
J.
Land
and receive
IIomeNteail.

copy of Xlie Haimai

LOW P1HCKS.
M. U. COOPKK.

AND READ.
1876. LOOK
No
breaking ot chimneys. Something new, it

just returned from New York and Poston with all the latest styles ol'

e

now

Depot.

undersigned lias on hand and ,s constantly
X receiving supplies of Lumber, Shi igles, Lath’s
and all other kinds of Building Material which Incan sell at prices the very lowi st, as below
Hemlock Timber, per M.,
$lo.50
Boards,
$10.00 to 10.50
Spruce Joist,
$0.50 to o.uo
$8.00
Plunk,
$8 00 to 10 00
Boards,
Cedar Shingles,
$1.25, 1.50, 1.75 and l.Oo
Good Spruce Shingles, per M.,
$l.;‘>e
Spruce Clapboards,
$12.00 to Jl.oo
He Jo loc
Gutters, per toot,

Published

October 18th, 1876, at 12.30 P. M.

MUJJNERY

3M

4

property on Miller Street,
(M-i-ujii'd by l.emine Col&&C iy
"l 8 acres grass land
•'
'-‘msisling
$4 iv'f*'
fr.r^-.-Mre»r-with House, Kl?. Wood-house and
a large Barn.
From o to 1J 'Ions
Huy cut annually upon the premises. A good Orchard upon tile premises. For further particulars
apply to the subscriber.
Will be Sold Immediately if Wanted.
DAN’,. IIABADFN.
Belfast, Feb. lo, 1.-76.
tm
^

From

Waitk.

FRENCH’S Stove Store.

D.

■ •.

High St.. Belfast,

RICHMOND

KILBY,

■

Sale 1
l

descriptions,

Indispensable

large

AT

Boots, Shoos & Rubbers

for

part ol'

SOLD 15V ALL DRUGGISTS.

Requisite

SALE

(With late Hon. Win. MeOilvery for past ten years

l&fr-Best Five Cent Cigars
in the City.
iiiw. ii. Wells,
18

OF
<

f

TUI’ Ql’ANTITY FOR FAMILY LSK.

Special

Gents Under Garments. Hosiery.
Shirts. Collars. Linen and
Paper Neck Ties. Sus-

Webster’s

Estate

«

The
power is weakened, revenges itself upon the poor
head, which it makes to ache and torture the offender.
The use of this aperient will carry off naturally,
and almost imperceptibly, the olfeiiding cause. The
disease is removed and the head ceases to ache

At Merrymeetii Farm- Bowdoinbam. A FARM

1876.

Valuable Real

New Full Style Hats,

might

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient.
stomach, overburdened until its recuperative

An

an

Ship and Carriage Trimming*, Agricultural Implements, Faints, Oils, Ola-., *fce. No. 5J Main
.Street, Belfast, Me.
tt-H

.

54 Main Street.

a

OF

just

Rent.

CITY

TiieHilai
ant!
H’lmimSa v iiiornin.
•'» 3 2* «>V9o«i*. or on arrival* of >t« aim
Rielmio! 1 from i'*-rtInn.*
for In,
I :s. V,
Bar Harbors Mf. In
i:
am! Winter Hu-1..
Winter Harbor ever)
«•,»_
Ueturniiig, !
ei
hti.-y anil
S’liilar uiorni»g«i at 3

Paints, Oils & Varnishes

Acre and a half
or rent.
One
new
on Belmont
Avenue.
Terms
easy.
p
Knquire ol
-OKO. (j. WKKI.S.
tClo
«>, 1876.

C. W. HAIGHT

If you want reliable
IF Alt .ft ,or
a
send your address to

Mrs.

Co.

S T2 €B R S3

BY

\\ i 1 i 1- a\<
I® «»
t I .i it ,i
'l’l»nrftiliiv fr'***»»«iig-,
SO orloik l•
Ruck
I :t."tilie, I )> «T Die, Sedgw
Sunt!i Wtsl and Bur I!
'! ‘. Desert
M ill bn
,loiies]tort and Maehia |,or •.
?I«iii«1,i>
Returning, lea e-. \pn ’ea-port, e\*
i>i«»rniiig .si f S-2? o'dud,.

>

tflf,

HENRY H.

i ('icier) inoffar

Pure rider

good

of land for sale
eOl'SK
of the
houses

which

Horses, Stallions, Colts of
how
information,
get cheap
government
All Ages, and Brood
S.
free,
GILMORE,
Commissioner, Lawrence, Kansas,
gratis
Pacific
Mares,
These horses and colts are all well bred. There
are some very line, promising young trotters, several
pairs and single horses. >orne of the first Mood
Mares in New England, in l'oal to the best Stallions
in the country.
tti> -.See Catalogues and Posters.
Terms of Sale—Cash or Good Notes.
Sale Positive, without any reserve whatever. For
further particulars, address,
E. L. NORCROSS, Manchester.
2wl4
F. a. F. ADAMS.

Carpets Strictly Cash.

Geo. W. Burkett

W A TV

in

on

or
with

Enamel Ciothsfor Table Covers

Jt is

sale.

For Sale

as

who have tried

nurses

A.

JELLIES, NUTS, FIGS, RAISINS. &c.

barn

<*i

UfWlSTi ) N
DEER1NG,

CHAS.

■

('tninctl 'looils-

Sardines,

\ TWu STORY HOL'sH with
-FJl quarter of an an acre of land.
Centrally located, corner of Court

well of water, fruit trees, etc. The house has been
tilted lo accommodate two families, and has all conveniences tor such.
Person wishing to examimproperty or make inquiries will call at No. 50 Court
Street.
tt::
gjBelfast, duly L’O, 1870.

Carpet Lining,

It

it, and it is having a
prepared w'ith great
care after the recipe of Dr. Samuel Pitcher, of Mass.,
at the Laboratory of J. U. llose & Co.,-Id DeyStieet,
New York.
:>mosL>
and

rapidly increasing

('ujars, Tvb<u'C0y

anejor,

Will leav
1’ortlnml e\,•
lionet ay. H eilur.
<Iay anil B-'riilay «>\v«»i ng* at IO
for Rim klaml, < anne n, Bella-l. m ai -| .r:,
point, Bueksport, Winterport, Hampden an.! !;
Vlmulai
Returning, l< a\• Bangor
n«i4la> ami *■ riiiay iiioriiiiig-«i at <> n*« 11

given to making and insert ing

FQK

DOMESTIC

AND

CAPT.

CAPTAIN

uTmv

FOREIGN

t: ; ha* a small
i>arIc stl
$$
/.*5£l£!3SSr an'1connection,
~^in
also cistern,

Cotton Felting,

plea*ant to take
as honey. It’never gripes. By regulating the stomach
and bowles the Castoria cool* .lie blood, expels
worms and prevents feverishness, quiets the nerves
and produces health—then of course children
can *!eep in quiet and mother* can rent.
Castoria is recommended by all physicians
contains

tfl'!

Schr. R. P. CHASE. The ilium
/'“ ’■) *. age received by lightning having been
V
; repaired and being in fair running cony—
dition. can be bought for $'.>50.00.
T. A. <OFCORD, Agent.
4w]:t*
Searsport, Sept. g«», l>7f».

JSf**?*fEEE2SgL

CLOTHS,

recommended for them.
Its effects

small

a

For Sale,

a

mistake to

a

-FOR

Tappun.

Jn a town in Massachusetts there are
three churches, the minister of each of
which rejoices in the name of Wright.
One lives in the upper part of the town,
one in the lower, and the third at the
mills;
so the people have dubbed them as
“ITp-

is

in

Mouse for Sale.

Castoria.
It

housekeeper

good recommendations.

—

STEAMER CHARLES HOUGHTON
CAPT. GRiS B INGRAHAM,
Will leavt ( oinmereial Wliarf, Roekiaa !.

YL inst added
.Stock BOND’S BUTTKR
OR ACK KRS, Soda ami Fancy Pilot Bread, Snaps
of all kinds, i.enion Biscuit, Oat Meal Biscuit and
Bunds lYedi from Bond’s Backer;.-, Boston. Also
a largo yortmont of
Fishing Tackie, Hooks and
Lines, &e.
Also 1 have just received and shall keep constantly on hand a Large and Well-Selected Stock of

}HA

TO

—

STEAMER

Read & Remember!

un

years of age, a situation a*
family in tin* city. Can give
Address L. B. S Box 1> 1.
1S70.
Belfast, Sept.

187©.

Ag,

■

s

Yokk.

i:\v

187©.

Particular attent ion
artificial teeth.

on il.

IDE LINE

STMAM 1- ft

Dr. Folsom’s Improved Dental Plates.

experienced, reliable
woman, with a child, nine

LD

11

instruments

bills must be paid
DANIEL LAM.,

Eiisworth and

MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE !
by which the process C rendered much ie<-painful
and tedious than by tin old methods. Teeth inserted in Hubber or Celluloid Huso, as persons prrl* r.
He lias the country right for the use of

will be in -ession at the Aldereach Saturday, until otherwise
ordered, trom J to 5 o’clock I’. M
to attend to anv
business pertaining to their office.
(JKOBHF WOODS, Chairman Assessors.
:»\vi:i
Belfast, Sept, U7, 1>7«’>.

its effects.

Laboratory oi* ,J. 1>. Rose

improved

freight

gOOds.
Belfast, May 25, 18?<>.

Mi Desert, Machias,

fomul at the old stand id
•, corner of Church and
■eets.
Has all the latest
Lr operating upon teeth, iu

eluding

Clieap,

rpil I. Assessors
_£ iin-n'- Boom

rt

any kind, the effects are
the same. Liverymen, Stage proprietors, Farmers,
&c., should never be without the Yellow' Centaur
Liniment. It is sold everywhere, and warranted in

TAT

O

All

of

|

o

JLa

freight must he accompanied by Bill of E.-e!

duplicate.

j

Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.

NOTICE.

\hf A r^Trn««l‘,-v
2

^ Tjypppf|f|I
Li V Ulu UU1j»

LOMBARD.1

DR. G. ?.

Go to JAS. W. CLARK’S.

Il makes very little* difference what the case is,
whether it be Wrench, Sprain, Poll-Evil, Kingbone,
or

—AT-

YOU WANT A

Soot.

All
in

13 BBNTXSTRTI

Ij

only remedy

Good

i

'Tv

This firm confidently assure the master- and own
ers of ships that they have the best of facilities for
executing every brunch of slopwork, for botliw ooden and iron ships, in a manner guaranteed (ogive
satisfactii n.
ifid

AND WILL BE

are a simple ami cheap cure
i»i: m 1.11 v.
The effect is wonto be trusted. “Throw

j

S

WORKS: ISarlon street.

S2.50
3.65

Centennial Tickets via Fall River
and Stonington,
15.00
14 00
Via, Norwich,

JOINERS,

: IJ " ntirloo ic»n>l.

at 5 1-2 1’. M.

LOWELL,

Mast, Spar & Blockmakers,
& C

J. 0. THOMPSON A SON’S

O

Tuesday, Tluirsdu) and Friday
FARE TO BOSTON,

|

SHIPWRIGHTS, SHIPSMITHS,

OFFICE

S

Win. R. Roix,
Capt. J. P. Johnson,
leave IIh.i am lor Boston every Mon
Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday, ut 2.B. .M
Returning, will leave Boston every Mono
'N ill

HERRiMAN, WARMINGTON & CO

CAN EE EOUND AT

CAMBBIDGl,

Capt.

ment for a quiet summer resort.
A good stable is connected with the house. Give
me a call.
JOSEPH SANBORN, JR.
tf48
Belfast, June 1, 1875.

& Studio,

STEAMER

K AT AH DIN,

SANBORN HOUSE,
where lie will be glad to welcome them. The. house
is near the depot, well fitted and offers every induce-

EVERYTHING

dogs.” Send for circular to Dr. J. Karr,
•Si” Broadway, N. \
Jwl l
IF

STEAM Kit

JOSEPH SANBORN, JR„
Announces to his many friends that lie lias
returned and again taken possession of the
well known

prvabic

a

Dl'.Alt Snt,—I have used your Centaur Liniment
in my family, and find it to be of great value. Please
send me two dollars’ worth, one for the mules and
horses.
KILKY SICKLES.
“Falls Station-, Wyoming Co., Pa.”

S'-ratches

Sanborn House.

to receive pupils, day and
JL evening, from o to 12 A. M., and from 2 until 5
P. 31. Also Classes Monday, Wednesday and Friday Evenings from 7 1-4 to 8 1-2 P. M.
this is an Institute pertaining exclusively to Pi;\MASsini*.
NVork done in every style, such as Cardmarking, Testimonials, Family* Records, W riting in
(lift Books, Inscriptions in Funeral Wreaths &«:.
Tfii.ms—Including .Stationery, 24 Lessons, $3.00,
12 Lessons, $2.oo. Terms
in advance. For
further information send for a circular or call at
above.
tv. WATERMAN.
Swl2
No. GO Main street, Belfast.

the

Two Steamers on ‘.lie Route! ’Four Trips per WhT,

clo'O.
Jan.

rDHK above lias opened

—

year with a fetlock
wrench. All remedies utterly failed to cure and I
considered him worthless until 1 commenced to use
Centaur Liniment, which rapidly cured him. J heartily recommend it.
“KEY. CEO. W. FEKKIS,
“Manorville, Schoharie Co., N. Y.”
was

^♦Particular attention given to Sewing Machine
Miot Guns Repaired and Bored to shoot
No. 46 MAIN STREET.
1st, 1870—tf

Repairing.

Furniture Store

in

wonderful.

are

Sewing Machine Attachments,

Decline in Prices of

j. W. WATERMAN'S

lor I’Iikuatrur.
I'KKi'TL and the

All Wool E\. Supers,

Liniment has cured more Nprained,S\veenied, King-boned and trailed Horses in three
This

Its effects

Largo

USUALLY KEPT IN A

physic to

mules.

an

DEALER IN ALL KINDS OF

PLFCTRiC BELTS,

TAPESTRIES,

horses and

years than have all the Farriers in the

{

rYNili; w»!l known and
very successful CLAIIl1 VON AM PHYSICIAN, of Lowell, Mass., will
visit Belfast, Friday and Saturday lor four successive
weeks, and attend Patients at their Residences, or
will be happy to wait upon them at her Rooms at
the Phenix House.
4wl2
Belfast, September, 1G, 1870.

iiitiiig Academy

READ,

MACHINIST!

}

MRS. M. L. CLEAVES.

Frozen Limbs. It is very efficacious for Ear-ache,
Tooth-ache, Itch and Cutanowu* Eruption**.

LAME BACK.

I

ss.

?.

AND BE HEALED.

GOME

Liniment.
It will destroy the pain and lical without a
scar all ordinary Burns and Scalds.
It will extract

CHRONIC

and Devotion.

Belfast,

At a meeting of the Municipal Officers of said City,
holden October 2d, 1>70, the following vote was
passed, viz :
“Voted, That the City Marshal be and hereby is
instructed to prosecute all violations of the License
Laws, (on the part of. innholders, victualers, and
keepers of billiard saloons,) occurring on and after
the IGth hist. Also, that the City Clerk be and hereby is instructed to notice of such action of this Board
to be published in both local
papers.”
A true copy of record—Attest :
KMKKN BO A RDM AN-, City Clerk.
October 3, 1870.
Htf

S

Jewels of

of

G-

We Have Heard of it!!

GO, Main street.

No.

City Clerk’s Office.

“My horse

Long in those awful eyes I quail.
That gaze across the grim profound!
I'pon that sea there is no sail,
Xor any light, nor any sound
From tiie far shore that girds it round

Come with

Centaur

(Icn.

Zephyr,

Oh, who

CONTINUED

j

There you w iii
Before purchasing votir goods.
find (ieneral liAKPWAKi;, PAINTS, Oll>
and V A K N I SII I S, N AILS, CLASS, ami
l'AKMLK'S I'OOI.S con -t a a 11 y on hand ami
for sale at I.oW L>T I’KMT.S. Don’t forget
the place, A Mil UK'S, No. 1 Phenix Kow.
tf-lg
April t‘0 is::.,

To tho

People

of

Soarsport.

II AYR taken the Agency of the Bii.fast 31 a'
hi,k Works, ( lark & lernald, Proprietors. l’«
sons wishing to purchase Marble Work of any <h
seription can do >•» of me as cheap as they can bu
anv where in this State.
A. T. QUI3IBY.
tfll
Searsport.Sept. lf>, 1^75.

I

GRANITE

iron Ware!
FOR

A.

D.

SALE

AT

FRENCH’S Stove Store.

LADIES & GENTLEiXST
all! I \ MEN, to Canvass for
TEMl'ERANCK
nllbiv I O
g

H i«

WORK, members of temperance organizations want
*5wlAddress J. 1\ FITCH, Hartford, Conn.

cd.

